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Abstract

Metamaterials extend the design space, flexibility, and control of optical material

systems and so yield fundamentally new computational imaging systems. A compu-

tational imaging system relies heavily on the design of measurement modes. Metama-

terials provide a great deal of control over the generation of the measurement modes

of an aperture. On the other side of the coin, computational imaging uses the data

that that can be measured by an imaging system, which may limited, in an optimal

way thereby producing the best possible image within the physical constraints of a

system. The synergy of these two technologies - metamaterials and computational

imaging - allows for entirely novel imaging systems.

These contributions are realized in the concept of a frequency-diverse metama-

terial imaging system that will be presented in this thesis. This ’metaimager’ uses

the same electromagnetic flexibility that metamaterials have shown in many other

contexts to construct an imaging aperture suitable for single-pixel operation that can

measure arbitrary measurement modes, constrained only by the size of the aperture

and resonant elements. It has no lenses, no moving parts, a small form-factor, and

is low-cost.

In this thesis we present an overview of work done by the author in the area of

metamaterial imaging systems. We first discuss novel transformation-optical lenses

enabled by metamaterials which demonstrate the electromagnetic flexibility of meta-

materials. We then introduce the theory of computational and compressed imaging
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using the language of fourier optics, and derive the forward model needed to apply

computational imaging to the metaimager system. We describe the details of the

metamaterials used to construct the metaimager and their application to metamate-

rial antennas. The experimental tools needed to characterize the metaimager, includ-

ing far-field and near-field antenna characterization, are described. We then describe

the design, operation, and characterization of a one-dimensional metaimager capable

of collecting two-dimensional images, and then a two-dimensional metaimager capa-

ble of collecting two-dimensional images. The imaging results for the one-dimensional

metaimager are presented including two-dimensional (azimuth and range) images of

point scatters, and video-rate imaging. The imaging results for the two-dimensional

metaimager are presented including analysis of the system’s resolution, signal-to-

noise sensitivity, acquisition rate, human targets, and integration of optical and

structured-light sensors. Finally, we discuss explorations into methods of tuning

metamaterial radiators which could be employed to significantly increase the capa-

bilities of such a metaimaging system, and describe several systems that have been

designed for the integration of tuning into metamaterial imaging systems.
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1

Introduction

Since the earliest cameras, imaging systems have been an integral part of human life.

Today imaging systems are used in virtually every field, from art and entertainment

to industry and military, from medicine and science to safety and security. The

earliest cameras aimed to directly reproduce an image of the world onto a detector,

such as a wall or a piece of film. This is because in early imaging systems, it was

necessary that the measurements made could be directly viewed as the final image.

Thus it has been generally desired that the image produced by a camera be as

representative of the scene in the real word as possible. Camera systems have been

designed for centuries to minimize abberations, producing images with a direct one-

to-one relationship to the scene being imaged, and this is still how many people view

the process of imaging.

With the advent of modern digital computers in the 1940s and ’50s, new imaging

systems began appearing that removed the requirement that the measurements made

by an imaging system look just like the scene being imaged. Instead, the measure-

ments made by these new imaging systems are fed into computers which process them

to produce images. This opened up a huge number of previously impossible imaging
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applications. Some of the first of these computation-based imaging systems were

developed in the early 1970s for medical imaging. These include computational to-

mography (CT) systems[1] and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) systems[2]. Such

imaging systems rely heavily on methods of solving large numbers of linear equa-

tions and it no coincidence that both CT and MRI imaging systems were developed

only a few years after an efficient iterative solution called Algebraic Reconstruction

Technique (ART) was (re)discovered in 1970 [3, 4].

The development of radar imaging techniques followed a similar path from direct

to computational image production. The first radar systems, developed in the 1920s

and ’30s directed a beam of light in a single direction and measured the time it

took an echoed signal to return.[5, 6] These measurements of direction and range

were plotted directly on a display to produce an image. Then in 1951 the theory

of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging was developed [7]. In SAR imaging,

the measured signal return from a transceiver placed at many locations in space

is processed by a computer (the first systems used optical processing techniques)

to produce an high-resolution three-dimensional image. This technology has been

advanced to the point that it is now possible to use SAR imaging systems to do

fast, safe, low-power millimeter-wave imaging for security applications [8], something

anyone who has been through an airport in recent years has experienced. These

mechanically-scanned SAR imaging systems effectively replace metal detectors, but

with the additional functionalities that they can detect non-metallic materials and

form an image so that objects can be readily identified and localized.

All of these different imaging techniques are united by the common requirement

that the measurements made by the imaging system must be processed to produce

a estimate, or image, of the scene being imaged. The scene that is being imaged is

a spatially distributed object that scatters or emits light. If the physics of how the

measured signal relates to the scene is understood, then an image can be recovered.
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The field of computational imaging provides a general mathematical framework that

describes this imaging process. In the terminology of computational imaging, the

physics of how each measurement relates to the scene is called the forward model.

Each measurement made by the imaging system measures only a portion of the scene.

The portion of the scene that is interrogated by each measurement is one measure-

ment mode of the imaging system. Each measurement is then the amplitude of the

corresponding measurement mode that exists in the scene. The imaging process is

to measure the amount of each measurement mode that is present in the scene using

the imaging apparatus, and from these measurements, and knowledge of the forward

model of the system, produce an image of the scene.

It is possible that no combination of the measurement modes that can be mea-

sured by the system can exactly represent the scene, (in fact this is always true due

to diffraction resolution limitations). This may be because the measurement modes

are redundant — they are not orthogonal and have a small inner product — or it

may be because there are simply too few of them. The Shannon-Nyquist sampling

theorem gives minimum requirements on the number of measurements needed to

fully describe a scene. If the imaging system measures fewer than this number of

modes, then no matter the type of modes measured, they will not fully describe the

scene. In this situation the problem of estimating the scene from the measurements

is underdetermined. However, perhaps surprisingly, using the techniques of compres-

sive imaging, it is still possible to produce a unique and suitable image of the scene,

even for very underdetermined measurement sets.

A computational imaging system relies heavily on the design of the measurement

modes of the imaging system. This is where metamaterials enter the picture. A

metamaterial is an artificial composite material that is designed to respond to light in

engineered ways. Metamaterials are composed of individual subwavelength elements,

such as loops of wire, small circuits, or dielectric blocks, which are arrayed in space
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to create a bulk composite structure. Each of these elements has a controllable

polarizability that may be designed to couple to either the electric or magnetic field of

a light wave. The response of these elements to the different properties of an incident

light wave may be engineered with exquisite control, in turn yielding exquisite control

over how light scatters off the elements and propagates through the array. If these

discrete metamaterial elements are substantially smaller than a wavelength (and

several other conditions are met), then they may be homogenized such that the details

of the individual elements may be disregarded in favor of equivalent bulk material

properties. Hence, the composite material with all of its inhomogeneous engineered

structure, and all of its control over light waves, may instead be thought of as a rather

simpler homogeneous material — a metamaterial. Not only do metamaterials provide

unprecedented control over the optical properties of the material, but properties not

available in natural materials are also achievable.

Many types of optical devices with unprecedented capabilities have been devel-

oped using metamaterials. Perhaps most notable the are ”invisibility cloaks” in

which both the cloaking metamaterial structure and some internal cavity are ren-

dered invisible.[9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] Metamaterials have also been applied to the

design of new types of lenses with novel performance. Gradient index lenses have

been demonstrated from X-band [16] to W-band [17], where metamaterials allow

the desired radially-varying index profile to be exactly realized. Entirely new types

of abberation-free lenses requiring complexly varying index profiles [18] have been

demonstrated in two- [19, 20, 21] and three-[22] dimensions. Some types of lenses

that require material properties not found in nature, such as the negative index

superlens [23] and the hyperlens[24] have been demonstrated using metamaterials.

The control over light provided by metamaterials makes them an ideal tool to

craft the measurement modes of an imaging system. Conversely, computational

imaging uses the information that that can be measured by an imaging system,
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which may limited, in an optimal way, thereby producing the best possible image

within the physical constraints of the system. The synergy of these two technologies,

metamaterials and computational imaging, allows for entirely novel imaging systems.

The properties that make metamaterials particularly useful for computational

imaging may be grouped into three categories:

1. Control of Mode Formation. A metamaterial aperture can be thought of as

a hologram that transforms between detector mode(s) and sensing mode(s).

Like computational holography, the modes you can make are limited by the

holograms you can actually manufacture at a given frequency. For computa-

tional imaging we want to be able to generate carefully crafted and potentially

unusual (from the perspective of a traditional optical or radar system) modes.

The spatial and frequency control over material properties afforded by meta-

materials yields unique control and flexibility of the hologram’s properties and

the modes it produces.

2. Mode Indexing and Multiplexing. The issue for any signal transmission sys-

tem is how to maximize the information throughput given some physical con-

straints. For imaging, this means how do we measure as many useful measure-

ment modes as possible given some allowable system size/bandwidth/number

of detectors/type of detector. Because the responses of metamaterials to differ-

ent properties of light can be extensively controlled, they yield many avenues

for such mode multiplexing. Some possible schemes are:

• Detector angle/position multiplexing. This is the approach used in tra-

ditional imaging but is usually limited to the generation of beam-type

modes. With a complicated hologram, we can make a system that detects

different arbitrary modes for different detector positions.
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• Frequency/wavelength multiplexing. The frequency dispersion of resonant

radiators can be leveraged to produce radiation modes that vary with

frequency.

• Spatial/temporal waveform multiplexing. This is different from simply

combining measurements obtained in methods a) and b) in that the rel-

ative phases of the modes produced by each source position/frequency

change the overall mode sensed by the system.

• Polarization multiplexing. The anisotropy possible with metamaterials

makes controlling the response to different polarizations possible.

• Amplitude multiplexing. A non-linear metamaterial hologram could make

different modes for different signal intensities.

3. Mode Tunability. Making a reconfigurable aperture is key to creating imaging

systems with extraordinary capabilities. Dynamically reconfiguring a metama-

terial aperture would enable the generation of idealized measurement modes,

which optimize the information collected with each measurement. In addition,

the ability to tune the imaging aperture would allow the measurement modes

to be dynamically adapted as we gain additional knowledge of the scene. A

reconfigurable aperture also allows full images to be formed at every frequency

of interest enabling hyperspectral imaging. Resonant metamaterials have high

sensitivity to their geometry and environment which makes them highly tun-

able. Their resonance frequency, scattering strength, and polarization response

can all be drastically changed. By modifying the behavior of individual meta-

material resonators, arbitrary holograms could be ’written’ on the aperture.

Thus apertures made of metamaterials may be highly tunable.

These contributions are realized in the concept of a frequency-diverse metama-

terial imaging system that will be presented in this thesis. This metaimager uses
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of (A) conventional and (B, C) computational imaging
schemes. A conventional imager uses a lens to form measurement modes that effec-
tively map all parts of an object to a detector/image plane. Each mode contributes
highly specific and localized information, and all modes can be captured simulta-
neously using a pixel array or other detector. Within single pixel schemes, many
types of modes can be used to form the image, with measurements being captured
sequentially. In the example shown in (B), a reconfigurable random mask and two
lenses are used to sequentially project intensity-only modes that sample the entire
scene with only a single detector. A microwave metamaterial imager (C) makes use
of a planar waveguide that feeds a holographic array of ELCs, removing the need for
lenses. The waveguide acts as a coherent single pixel device, with the array of ELCs
serving to produce the illuminating complex spatial modes.

the same electromagnetic flexibility that metamaterials have shown in many other

contexts[25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] to construct an imaging aperture suitable for single-

pixel operation that can measure arbitrary measurement modes, constrained only by

the size of the aperture and resonant elements. It has no lenses, no moving parts, a

small form-factor, and is low-cost.

Much of the previous work on compressive imaging systems has been based on dig-

ital micromirror devices (DMMs)[31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37], structured-illumination[38,

39], or variable transparency masks[40] to generate the imaging modes used to sense

the scene. This form of mask-based compressive imaging, depicted in Fig. 1.1B, uses

a traditional lens to form an image of the scene on a mask and then uses a second
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lens to focus this masked image onto a single detector. By sequentially stepping

through a series of masks, the modes needed to generate an image may be mea-

sured. In order to minimize the acquisition time, these systems often undersample

the scene and employ compressive imaging techniques to reconstruct the image. The

advantage of such an approach is that only a single detector (pixel) is needed - a

tremendously valuable capability at frequencies where detectors are large and/or

expensive. This form of single-pixel compressed imaging has been done at optical

frequencies[41], and at terahertz using random static[40] and dynamic[42] masks.

Some other work, particularly on compressive holography[43, 44], has abandoned

these traditional lens-based imaging systems entirely, instead using the concepts of

computational and compressive imaging to produce imaging systems with entirely

new capabilities. Inspired by this previous work, the work presented here attempts

to use the control provided by metamaterials to further extend the hardware imple-

mentations enabled by computational imaging, yielding imaging systems.

In chapter 2 we present an overview of work done by the author in the area of

metamaterial lenses. We first introduce the concept of a metamaterial lens by demon-

strating a simple gradient-index lens, then discuss more novel transformation-optical

lenses enabled by metamaterials. In chapter 3 we unite these seemingly unrelated

imaging systems under the umbrella of computational imaging. We introduce the

theory of computational imaging, compressed sensing, and fourier optics, and derive

the forward model needed to apply computational imaging to the metaimager sys-

tem. In chapter 4 we describe the details of the metamaterials used to construct the

first metaimager and their application to metamaterial antennas. In chapter 5 we

describe the experimental tools needed to characterize the metaimager. In chapter

6 we describe the design, operation, and imaging results for a one-dimensional and

a two-dimensional metaimager. Finally, in chapter 7 we describe the methods of

tuning metamaterial radiators and describe several systems that have been designed
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for the integration of tuning into metamaterial imaging systems.
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2

Metamaterial Lenses

The flexibility of metamaterials makes them useful for making novel types of lenses.

The natural starting point is for gradient-index (GRIN) lenses. The power of meta-

material design is not only in their ability to make materials with unusual properties

(though these may enable interesting lenses as well), but also in the capability to

fabricate metamaterials with optical properties that vary arbitrarily in space. While

the lenses that most people are familiar with are made of a pieces of homogeneous

material and obtain their focusing behavior from the shape of the lens’s boundary,

there exist many lens designs that obtain their focusing behavior not from the bound-

ary shape but from index of refraction distributions that vary spatially within the

lens. These GRIN lens designs may have performance that is superior in some re-

spects to homogeneous lenses, but at the expense of being difficult or impossible to

actually fabricate. Actual implementations of GRIN lenses are limited to the design

space of what engineers know how to fabricate - a subspace of all possible GRIN lens

designs. Metamaterials help to expand this design space by allowing lens designers

to fabricate devices with almost any index distribution. Gradient index lenses have

been demonstrated from X-band [16] to W-band [17], where metamaterials allow the
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desired radially-varying index profile to be exactly realized.

2.1 Gradient index metamaterial lens with holey-dielectrics

To demonstrate the ability of metamaterials to make arbitrary GRIN lenses, we have

designed and fabricated a ’holey’ dielectric metamaterial GRIN lens. The goal of

this lens was to demonstrate a design and fabrication technique that allows arbitrary

index distributions to be created. As always with metamaterials, the unit-cell size

must be much smaller than the wavelength of the light it is designed to interact

with. This makes fabrication of metamaterial devices much more challenging at

smaller wavelengths. This challenge was in mind in developing this holey dielectric

technique as we wanted a methodology that could be scaled from RF down to optical

devices. The work in this section was published by Hunt et al. in [45].

Gradient index (GRIN) metamaterials may be designed using spatially varying

distributions of inclusions, usually holes or columns, in a dielectric matrix by em-

ploying an appropriate effective medium approximation. These distributions should

be crystalline because the effective medium is then defined over the smallest possi-

ble length scale, one unit cell, and Rayleigh scattering is minimized as compared to

an amorphous distribution.[46] In addition, these distributions should have hexago-

nal symmetry since this allows for the largest range of achievable indices and good

isotropy.[47] This is a particularity useful method for fabricating devices operating

at IR or visible wavelengths because uniformly sized holes or columns in a dielectric

are easy to make with precise positioning. Hole/column distributions have been used

to create IR carpet cloaks [12, 13] and microwave luneburg lenses[20] among other

things. Photonic crystals (PCs) with spatially varying lattice constant[48, 49] and

graded index[50] have also been studied. By spatially varying the lattice constant

in a PC, the bandstructure can be spatially varied smoothly. These structures may

have applications in waveguide couplers,[51] slow light optical buffers,[48] and high-Q
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Figure 2.1: (a) The continuous permittivity map for the 2D TE GRIN lens. (b)
The corresponding hole distribution.

lasers.[52]

For GRIN designs, it is possible to vary the size of inclusions at each grid point

on a regular grid to achieve the desired index, [53] but for IR applications this

significantly complicates processing and the range of realizable hole diameters may

be limited, limiting the range of achievable indices. Here we propose a method to

generate a hexagonal semi-crystalline distribution of uniformly sized inclusions with

an arbitrarily varying lattice constant (Fig. 2.1).

In this method, the inclusions are treated as an analogous system of attractive

particles of finite size, where the size, or interaction length, of each particle is depen-

dent on its position. The system of particles is allowed to dynamically relax from

some initial configuration according to interaction rules defined such that the equi-

librium arrangement will have the desired lattice constant distribution. The desired

lattice constant distribution is chosen such that the density of inclusions gives the

desired refractive index when an appropriate homogenization is applied. The details

of this design process are given in Appendix A.
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Figure 2.2: The fabricated polycarbonate lens. The lens size is 0.220m by 0.1016m
by 0.01m and the hole diameter is 3mm.

We have applied this technique to design a two-dimensional microwave GRIN

lens using air holes drilled in a polycarbonate slab (Fig. 2.2). In a simple quartic

GRIN lens, the index is constant parallel to the optical axis so reflections occur at the

interfaces. Our lens’s index profile was designed by modifying a quartic GRIN lens

to have an index variation along the optical axis so that the interfaces are nearly

impedance matched to air, thus minimizing reflections. The index profile of the

matched GRIN lens was determined by using Comsol Optimization Lab to maximize

the far-field intensity of a plane wave produced by a point source located on the

optical axis. A 2.1dB increase in the far-field intensity compared to the unmatched

lens was obtained. The maximum achievable index was determined by Eq. A.8 and

our minimum machinable hole size, while the minimum achievable index was limited

by the percolation condition of Eq. A.7. The index profile has the form,

nmin � pnmax � nminqp1 � Ax4 �Bx2qp1 � 2
�y
h

	4

q (2.1)

where nmin is the minimum achievable index, nmax is the maximum achievable index,

h is the thickness of the lens, and A and B are constants determined by numerical

optimization using Comsol Optimization Lab. The optical axis is coincident with

the y-axis and the lens is centered at the origin.
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Figure 2.3: Far-field radiation patterns for the simulated continuous index lens and
the experimental holes-only lens at 10GHz and 0� incidence.

Fig. 2.1 shows the relative permittivity profile for the matched lens, and the

resulting hole distribution. The near-field distribution was measured using a 2D

electric field mapper.[10] The performance of the lens was then quantified by calcu-

lating the far-field pattern of the lens using a 2D Kirchhoff integral and comparing

it to the simulated continuous lens, as shown in Fig. 2.3. The experimental lens

exhibits a gain of 9.4dBi and a beam full-width-at-half-max (FWHM) of 7.2�, while

the simulated lens has a gain of 10.6dBi and a FWHM of 6.2�.

In this section, we have described a technique to generate semi-crystalline distri-

butions of particles with arbitrary lattice constant distributions. This method has

applications in GRIN devices and photonic crystals, and is particularly suited to the

design of IR and visible wavelength devices. We have used this technique to design

and implement a microwave GRIN metamaterial lens composed only of uniformly

sized holes drilled in a dielectric slab. This binary metamaterial lens shows perfor-

mance very close to that of the simulated continuous-index lens. It should be noted

that, while we have described and demonstrated this technique for two dimensional

systems, it is readily generalizable to three dimensions.
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2.2 Transformation-optical lenses

We have shown how an arbitrary GRIN lens may be designed and fabricated with

metamaterials, but this lens was designed in a rather uninformed manner. It was sim-

ply parabolic GRIN lens — which makes a paraxial, small-angle, approximation — to

which some additional optimization was applied to reduce reflections from the lens

input and output boundaries. An additional power of metamaterials s that when

the designer is no longer constrained by fabrication, entirely new design method-

ologies may be developed and employed. An example of this is the the recently

developed technique of transformation optics (TO) which establishes a connection

between mathematical spatial transformations of light and physical material optical

properties that implement these transformations. The connection with metamate-

rials is that the material properties specified by TO are often not found in natural

materials and are spatially varying. This design methodology may be employed to

make entirely novel types of lenses. In this section we discuss the design process of

TO, and in the following sections we apply it to modify several different types of

lenses. The discussion in this section comes from work published by Hunt et al. in

[54].

Transformation optics (TO) is a design methodology in which coordinate trans-

formations are applied as a conceptual means of controlling the trajectories of waves.

If a coordinate transformation can be found that manipulates waves in a certain way,

the form invariance of Maxwell’s equations can then be exploited to find the exact

specification for a medium that will produce the identical wave manipulation. Many

unique devices can thus be conceived in a simple manner via the TO approach,

perhaps most notably the ”invisibility cloak,” in which a finite volume of space is

compressed to a singular point with negligible scattering.[9, 10, 11, 12, 13]

In general, the media specified by coordinate transformations are anisotropic and
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possess both electric and magnetic response. Moreover, the constitutive parameters

for such media tend to vary as a function of position in space, so that general TO

media can be viewed as extremely complex forms of gradient index (GRIN) media.

Though TO media are complex, the conceptual simplicity brought to the design pro-

cess makes TO an intriguing starting point for introducing unique modifications to

optical devices; further optimization can provide more practical and useful incarna-

tions.

A potentially fruitful application of TO is the modification of a spherically sym-

metric GRIN lens. GRIN lenses such as the Luneburg, Eaton or Maxwell fisheye

lenses are perfect imaging devices from a geometrical optics perspective, in that rays

emanating from one point are perfectly focused to another point. The Luneburg,

for example, is a wide field-of-view lens that perfectly focuses rays from a point at

infinity onto a point on a spherical surface. The spherical image surface renders the

Luneburg a poor match for planar detector arrays and limits its utility.[55] As an-

other example, the Eaton lens can act as a retroreflector with perfect image fidelity,

yet contains a singularity in its radial index profile, similarly making it unfeasible

for practical implementation.[56]

TO has proved a compelling approach for the redesign of Luneburg-type lenses.

Ma et al., for example, illustrated that the singularity associated with the Eaton

lens could be transmuted into a topological defect through the use of a radial trans-

formation. A metamaterial version of the TO-modified Eaton lens demonstrated its

operation could, in fact, be achieved.[57] In a different context, a straightforward

class of transformations was proposed in which a portion of a Luneburg lens could

be flattened and thus made compatible with planar detector arrays.[18, 19] In these

cases, the TO transformations are simple to visualize, yet the potential improvements

to the devices are profound.

In the TO design process, a coordinate transformation is applied to a space which
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may or may not contain an optical element. Solutions to Maxwell’s equations in the

original, ”virtual”, space and the transformed, ”physical”, space are the same when

viewed in their respective coordinate systems. However, if the solution in the original

space is viewed in the transformed space it will appear distorted. This transformation

can be implemented in the physical space by varying the constitutive parameters,

permittivity (ε) and permeability (µ), of the physical space in a manner according

to the transformation, as given by

εi1j1 �
Ai1

iA
j1

j

DetpAqεij (2.2)

and,

µi1j1 �
Ai1

iA
j1

j

DetpAqµij (2.3)

where Aji � dxj{dxi is the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation and the

unprimed and primed indices indicate the spatial coordinates in the original and

transformed spaces, respectively.[9] When light travels through the material embed-

ded in the physical space, it behaves as though it is traveling through the virtual

space.

While possible in theory, metamaterial elements that control more than just a few

tensor components of ε and µ are exceedingly difficult to design. Designing materials

with simultaneous control of ε and µ may be further complicated by magnetoelec-

tric coupling between unit cells.[58, 59] Additionally, tensor elements with values

less than one require either resonant elements which inherently increase absorption

and reduce bandwidth, or diamagnetic elements which only provide permeability

and only between zero and one.[60, 61] It is thus useful to perform an optimiza-

tion step in which the complexity of the anticipated medium is reduced as much as
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possible, while retaining as much of the performance as possible. For the TO lens

considered in the following sections, only the boundaries of the transformed space

are constrained, which is often all we want to modify. Thus, an infinite number

of possible coordinate transformations are available that meet the boundary condi-

tions while varying the space between boundaries arbitrarily. These transformations

may vary distinctly in the complexity of the constitutive parameters prescribed by

Eqns. 2.2 and 2.3, and carefully choosing from among them may allow for substantial

simplifications of the material design. A particulary useful type of two-dimensional

(2D) transformation, called a conformal transformation, results in ε and µ with zero-

valued off-diagonal tensor components and in-plane diagonal components equal to

one.[62, 63] If a conformal transformation can be found that meets the boundary con-

ditions, then the complexity of the material needed to implement the transformation

is significantly reduced. The existence of a conformal transformation is not guar-

anteed for any boundary transformation but can often be well approximated with

a quasi-conformal transformation (QCTO) which minimizes the in-plane anisotropy

of ε and µ.[64] Such a transformation can be found numerically using previously

reported techniques.[65, 66]

2.3 Microwave transformation-optical Luneburg lens

To demonstrate the power of transformation optics and metamaterials, we have ap-

plied the TO design methodology to modify a Luneburg lens to have a more desirable

geometry. The Luneburg lens is a powerful type of GRIN imaging device. It exhibits

aberration free focusing for parallel rays incident from any direction. However, its

advantages are offset by a focal surface that is spherical and thus difficult to integrate

with standard planar detector and emitter arrays. Using TO, it is possible to trans-

form the curved focal surface to a flat plane while maintaining the perfect focusing

behavior of the Luneburg over a wide field of view. Here we apply these techniques
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Figure 2.4: (a)The continuous permittivity map for the 2D TE compressed re-
fractive luneburg lens (note the permittivity of two at the outer boundary), (b) a
distribution of holes with the same effective permittivity and (c) the fabricated lens.
The hole diameter is 1{8th inch and the slab thickness is 1cm. All distances are in
meters.

to a lesser-known refractive Luneburg lens and implement the design with a metama-

terial composed of a semi-crystalline distribution of holes drilled in a dielectric. In

addition, we investigate the abberations introduced by various approximations made

in the implementation of the lens. The resulting design has improved mechanical

strength with small abberations and is ideally suited to implementation at infrared

and visible wavelengths. The work in this section was published by Hunt et al. in

[67].

A Luneburg lens is a GRIN lens with a spherically or cylindrically symmetric

index distribution that exhibits aberration-free focusing of light incident from any

direction onto a spherical or cylindrical surface [55, 68]. Despite its advantageous

imaging properties, however, the Luneburg is not widely used since its focal sur-

face is not compatible with standard detector and transmitter arrays. The unique

properties of a Luneburg lens or similar optical element can be accessed utilizing

a detector array built on a nonplanar surface that conforms to the focal surface of

the device.[69] Alternatively, the possibility exists to seek a gradient index profile

that retains the nearly ideal optical properties of the Luneburg lens, but allows one

or more surfaces to be planar. Such a design was suggested in the context of the
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emerging field of transformation optics, where it was shown that a simple analytic co-

ordinate transformation could be applied to flatten one side of the lens.[18] While the

initially suggested transformation required a complex, anisotropic medium, Kundtz

et al. have investigated the possibility of obtaining numerical transformations that,

at least for cylindrical lenses with transverse electric (TE) polarization, result in

a Luneburg lens with a flattened focal plane that can be implemented using only

isotropic GRIN media.[19] The resulting lens retains nearly identical optical charac-

teristics as the untransformed lens but focuses onto a flat surface over a limited field

of view.

In the flattened Luneburg lens reported by Kundtz et. al. prior to this work,

the necessary isotropic permittivity distribution was implemented using an artifi-

cially structured metamaterial comprising non-resonant electric dipoles of varying

size. This method of implementation may not scale well towards infrared (IR) and

visible wavelengths, however, since metals behave less as conductors and increasingly

like lossy dielectrics. Thus, for better scalability, a dielectric-only implementation

would be preferable. In addition, it would be advantageous for the entire device

to be fabricated from a single dielectric slab using routinely available lithographic

techniques. A simple way of achieving these requirements is to drill uniformly sized

sub-wavelength diameter holes in a dielectric slab such that the density of holes in

a given location yields the desired index at that location. This approach has been

used to fabricate a variety of quasi-conformal transformation optics devices, such as

”carpet cloaks”, that operate at IR wavelengths.[12, 13]

The index profile for a standard Luneburg lens of unit radius is given by,[70]

nprq �
?

2 � r2 (2.4)

This distribution is difficult to implement assuming uniformly sized holes drilled

into a host dielectric, because the index goes to unity at the lens boundary. Since
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the holes have some minimum spacing after which they overlap, an index of unity

cannot be achieved since the overall device loses mechanical integrity. Fortunately,

the index distribution specified by Eq. 2.4 is not the only solution to the Luneburg

lens problem - it is a special case of a more general solution which allows for designs

that have non-unity index at the boundary. These refractive Luneburg lenses exhibit

some refraction at the lens boundary but still result in perfect focusing. For a lens

with a minimum outer index of n0, the index, n, and corresponding radial distance,

r, are given by the parametric equations,[70]

Ωpαq � 2

π

» 1

1
n0

1

r1
atan

�
1 � α2

pn0r1q2 � 1

� 1
2

dr1 (2.5)

npαq �
#
n0

b
1 � p1 � α2q 1

2 e�Ωpαq , α ¤ 1

n0 , α ¡ 1
(2.6)

rpαq � α

npαq (2.7)

where the parameter α goes from zero to n0.

In the present refractive Luneburg design, the index value at the lens boundary

is determined by the minimum allowed separation of the holes, which is in turn

determined by fabrication and mechanical strength constraints.

Once a profile for the untransformed refractive Luneburg lens is obtained, a co-

ordinate transformation is applied that flattens one surface of the lens.[19] Quasi-

conformal optimization is applied to the transformation, such that any anisotropy is

minimized and can be neglected in the final structure. The material properties (the

index of refraction distribution) needed to implement this transformation are then

obtained from the TO equations. The degree of flattening of the lens, and thus its

field-of-view, is ultimately determined by the dielectric constant of the host dielectric

material.
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Figure 2.5: Out of plane electric field for a 30 degree incident plane wave for the
(a) simulated continuous index lens and (b) the measured, fabricated lens. A 10 GHz
source was used in both the simulation and the experiment.

When a continuous index profile has been determined, a method for translating

that index profile into a distribution of holes must be employed. Again, we use the

hole-relaxation design technique discussed in 2.1 and A to come up with a holey-

dielectric metamaterial.[45]

To investigate the performance of the flattened refractive Luneburg lens, we chose

to fabricate and characterize an implementation designed to operate over a broad

range of frequencies in the microwave range (at least spanning the 8-12 GHz band

measurable in our apparatus). The untransformed lens had a diameter of ten free

space wavelengths at our central frequency. The transformation was truncated at

the transformed lens boundary. The lens was machined from a slab of low-loss

polymer-ceramic with index of
?

6. The selected design of the refractive Luneburg

called for an index of
?

2 at the outer boundary. The host index allows the lens to

be compressed by 13.4 percent of the radius, giving a field of view of �30o. The

lens comprises 7979 holes. To achieve the aspect ratio required it was necessary for

the lens to be drilled halfway through from both sides of the slab using a computer

controlled milling machine. Holes of diameter 1{8th inch were drilled into the ceramic

composite material. The lens was fabricated by Tim Perram and Dr. Anthony Starr

at SensorMetrix.
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Fig. 2.4 shows the optimized relative permittivity distribution for the flattened

lens, the hole distribution computed by the particle interaction approach described

in Appendix A, and the final fabricated lens. Plots of the simulated and measured

electric field distributions are shown in Fig. 2.5. The field distribution was measured

using a 2D electric field mapping apparatus previously reported.[71] For both the

simulations and the experimental measurements, a source was placed at the focal

plane of the lens, with a roughly collimated beam expected as the output. In the

experimental setup, the source consisted of a dielectric rod waveguide with square

cross-section coupled to the focal surface of the lens. Simulations were performed

using COMSOL Multiphysics, a commercial finite element solver. The agreement

between the simulated and measured field patterns was found to be excellent.

In this implementation of the flattened Luneburg, two approximations of the

index distribution prescribed by the transformation were made. Because the trans-

formation ideally extends through all space, the free space index outside the un-

transformed lens is also modified. In order to perfectly preserve the behavior of the

Luneburg, the entire transformation should be implemented, but to make a reason-

ably sized lens the transformation should be truncated close to the transformed lens’s

boundary. The deviation from unity index decreases with distance from the lens, but

at some point the transformation must be truncated and the index set to one. Thus

the first approximation is to set the transformation index to one beyond some ra-

dius. Rays incident from free space outside the transformed region will refract at

the boundary, slightly distorting their paths. In addition, they will not be guided by

the transformation where it has been truncated. For the lens implemented here, the

transformation was truncated at the boundary of the transformed lens.

The second approximation has a slightly more severe effect. For regions at the

edges of the flattened region of the lens, the transformation indices take values less

than one. To avoid using resonant metamaterials, these indices must be approxi-
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mated as one. This reduces the aperture of the lens because rays that enter the lens

at the edge of the aperture, or rays incident from the side of the lens, must pass

through these n   1 regions and so are not steered correctly when these regions are

removed.

When the n   1 regions of the lens are set to one, rays that pass near the center of

the lens are still focused correctly but rays that pass near the edge of the lens aperture

are not, reducing the effective aperture of the lens. For rays near normal incidence

this approximation has little effect because the only rays that travel through this

n   1 region are the rays very close to the edge of the lens aperture. This becomes

more of a problem for rays incident far off normal because more rays must travel

directly trough the n   1 region outside the lens before entering the lens. Beyond a

certain angle, the spot diagram rapidly spreads out. This is the angle at which rays

begin to pass trough the n   1 region outside the lens.

2.4 Infrared transformation-optical Luneburg lens

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the holey dielectric metamaterial was designed with the

explicit intention of scalability to small wavelengths. In this section we demonstrate

a TO flattened 2D Luneburg lens similar to that of Section 2.3 that operates at

infrared wavelengths. The work in this section was published by Hunt et al. in [21].

The index profile for a Luneburg is given by Eq. 2.4 and shown in Fig. 2.6 (a). By

applying a quasi-conformal transformation that flattens a section of the lens surface

and applying the equations of TO, a new index distribution that focuses light to a

flat surface, shown in Fig. 2.6 (b), is obtained [15-17]. As the degree of flattening

increases, the maximum required index also increases. The degree of flattening, and

thus the field of view of the lens is determined by the index of the host dielectric.

In previous microwave realizations of flattened TO Luneburg lenses, the trans-

formation was truncated at the lens boundary. This truncation was a reasonable
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Figure 2.6: Raytraces through IR Luneburg index distributions. (a) The original
2D Luneburg lens, (b) the flattened Luneburg lens, and (c) the fabricated flattened
Luneburg lens. The bold black line in (a) and (b) shows the transformed boundary.
The range of indexes of the flattened lens, (b), have increased compared to the origi-
nal lens, (a). In the fabricated lens, (c), indices less than 1.5 have been approximated
as 1.5 to maintain waveguiding, and the transformation has been truncated with an
index matching region that matches the transformation to the waveguide index.

approximation of the transformed lens because the index required by the transfor-

mation outside the lens, while having some spatial variation, was close to unity every-

where [16,17]. Because the device implemented here is embedded in a slab waveguide

— essentially a high index background — a similar truncation is not suitable since

it would introduce refraction at the lens interface. For the present work, the trans-

formation is truncated at a distance of 2.5rlens from the center of the lens, so that

the flattened lens is surrounded by a circular low index region concentric with the

center of the transformed lens. Not only does including this region avoid unwanted

refraction at the lens-waveguide interface, but because more of the transformation

is included spherical aberrations introduced by truncating the transformation are

reduced [17]. At the boundary of the transformation, we must transition to the un-

patterned waveguide. This is achieved by matching the index at the boundary of the

transformation to the index of the slab waveguide with a low-reflection index match-

ing region. In addition, the transformation also introduces spatial regions where the

refractive index assumes values below unity. Values of refractive index less than unity

are undesirable, as they imply frequency dispersion and hence introduce bandwidth
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Figure 2.7: Effective index dispersion of IR slab waveguide. The dashed lines show
the index of bulk Si and SiO2 while the solid lines show the effective mode index
in the Si slab waveguide vs. frequency. The solid red region is the range of indexes
achievable with the hole-array metamaterial used here. This region covers nearly the
entire range of accessible indices and exhibits small dispersion.

limitations. Fortunately, approximating these regions by setting their index value to

unity has little effect on the focusing behavior of the lens.[72] These modifications

to the index profile of the transformed lens are shown in Fig. 2.6 (c).

To realize a GRIN device in a slab waveguide, sub-wavelength holes can be etched

into silicon on insulator (SOI) to create a dielectric-only metamaterial. The specific

distribution of holes was designed using the holey dielectric metamaterial design

discussed in Section 2.1 and Appendix A.

The transformed lens had a diameter of ten free-space wavelengths or 15.5µm,

and consisted of 84303 holes. Because our waveguide mode is TE0, where the electric

field is polarized perpendicular to the axis of the holes, the desired filling fraction was

determined by applying the 2D Maxwell-Garnett effective medium (MG) formula for

the homogenization of mixtures of cylindrical voids in a dielectric matrix. For the
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permittivity of the matrix we used the square root of the mode index of our TE0

mode [18]. For 1.55µm wavelength TE0 mode in a 250nm thick SOI waveguide, this

mode index is 2.93. The upper limit on the spacing of the holes, determined by

the deviation of unit cell simulations from the MG mixing formula and the onset of

photonic crystal effects, is 460nm. The lower limit was determined by fabrication

constraints and in our case was 94nm for 85nm diameter holes. These limits allow

us to vary the mode index from 1.5 to 2.86, as shown in Fig. 2.7. Since the minimum

index cannot be smaller than the index of the bulk SiO2 cladding layer, this index

range covers nearly the entire range of available indices. The dispersion of this hole-

array metamaterial is related to the dispersion of the mode index of the SOI slab.

Over a wavelength range of 1.45µm-1.65µm the fundamental mode index varies only

1.5% from the design index of 2.93, giving a wide operation bandwidth.

The lens was designed to be excited by an array of four waveguides, each at a

different location on the focal plane of the flattened lens. When an IR laser is coupled

into its corresponding input grating, each 0.8µm wide input waveguide forms an

approximate diffraction limited source on the image plane of the lens which produces

a Gaussian plane wave in a different direction (Fig. 2.9 (b)-(e)). Because the lens is

reciprocal, this is equivalent to focusing a plane wave to a point on the flattened focal

surface. The output beam transitions from the low index region of the transformed

free-space outside the lens to the high index unpatterned slab waveguide through an

index matching region concentric with the center of the lens. For characterization

purposes, the beam is then coupled out of the waveguide by a curved grating.

The fabrication process was designed and the samples were realized by Dr. Tal-

mage Tyler and Dr. Sulochana Dhar in Dr. Nan Jokerst’s group. Fabrication began

with a  100¡ oriented SOI wafer with a Si top device layer thickness of 340nm and

a buried oxide layer thickness of 2µm. In order to achieve the designed device layer

thickness of 250nm, the SOI wafer was thermally oxidized such that 90nm of silicon
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Figure 2.8: Fabricated IR TO Luneburg sample. (a) Cut-away view of the lens
fabricated in silicon-on-insulator (SOI). Inset shows an SEM image of the same region
of the lens where the local-crystallinity of the hole distribution can be seen. (b)
Schematic of the fabricated lens. The pattern shown was etched through the Si
slab using EBL followed by DRIE, stopping abruptly at SiO2 layer - except for the
input/output gratings which only partially penetrate the Si slab. Input waveguides
were defined by etching air trenches in the silicon slab-waveguide. (c) SEM image of
the fabricated lens taken by Dr. Talmage Tyler in Dr. Nan Jokerst’s group.

was consumed; the sacrificial oxide layer was then removed in buffered oxide etch,

yielding a silicon device layer thickness of 250 nm. The hole pattern was achieved us-

ing electron beam lithography (EBL; Elinonix ELS-7500) followed by deep reactive

ion etching (DRIE; SPTS Pegasus). DRIE (Bosch process) is extremely selective

with respect to silicon versus silicon dioxide, so the etched holes pass completely

through the silicon device layer and terminate abruptly at the buried oxide inter-

face. A second EBL step was performed to define the four input gratings and the

semi-circular output grating along the perimeter of the lens; again, DRIE was used

to etch the silicon, but for the gratings the etch depth was 120nm. Finally, a third

EBL step followed by DRIE was used to define the four input waveguides. Because

the silicon device layer serves as the waveguide material, the the waveguides were
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Figure 2.9: Experimental characterization of IR TO Luneburg was performed by
Dr. Yu-Ju Tsai in Dr. David Smith’s group. (a) The optical circuit of our charac-
terization setup. An amplified spontaneous emission source was used to illuminate
the entire lens, while a 1.55 m laser was focused to one of the four input gratings at
a time. A CCD camera was used to image the lens and observe the location of the
output beam. The half-wave plate and polarizer were oriented to partially filter the
input illumination to reduce saturation of the CCD detector. (b)-(e) IR images of
the lens with the IR laser coupled to each of the four input gratings.

defined by patterning 0.8µm wide trenches on both sides of the four waveguides; the

trenches were fully etched and terminated on the buried of the SOI, thus providing

air cladding on the sides of the waveguides.

The lens was characterized by Dr. Yu-Ju Tsai in Dr. David Smith’s group.

A λ � 1.55µm optical laser was coupled into each waveguide independently with

a 20x objective lens and observing the location of the output spot on the output

grating with an IR camera. The experimental setup and images of the operating

device are shown in Fig. 2.9. The output beam direction was determined from the

experimental images of the operating lens by measuring the position of the output

spot relative to features on the lens structure. Due to the resolution of camera, there
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is an uncertainty of 3.6o in the measured angles.

Analysis of SEM images of the fabricated device showed that the input waveg-

uides, which were patterned in a separate step from the lens hole array, were shifted

by 170nm from the center line of the lens, which accounts for the offset of the central

beam from the optical axis. Taking this shift into account, the experimentally mea-

sured beam directions agree very well with theory, and shows focusing over a range

of incidence angles of �33.5o.

This was the first transformation-optical device based on a transformation of an

existing GRIN device operating at IR wavelengths. Such an approach allows new

optical elements to be designed that utilize the optical properties of existing devices,

but enables the designer to reconfigure the geometry of the device to different more

useful geometries, as demonstrated herein by the flattening of the focal surface of

a Luneburg lens. By implementing this TO device with a dielectric-only hole-array

metamaterial, it is possible to implement this new GRIN device in SOI with a broad

bandwidth. The flattened Luneburg lens implemented here shows beam forming

(focusing) from a planar focal surface over a wide field of view of 67o, in excellent

agreement with the theoretical perfect focusing of the Luneburg lens.

2.5 Microwave transformation-optical Maxwell Lens

The lenses discussed in Sections 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4 were all designed to image light

from infinity to a focal plane. But lenses are much more versatile than this. In

general a lens take a light distribution at one place in space and transforms it to

another distribution at another place in space. The simplest example of this lensing

behavior is a relay lens which aims to reproduce a light distribution at one plane

to another plane with no distortion or scaling. In this section we discuss such a

relay lens designed with TO and implemented with metamaterials. The work in this

section was published by Hunt et al. in [54].
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Figure 2.10: Ray trace through a perfect relay lens.

In this section we consider the design and implementation of a two-dimensional

metamaterial relay lens, conceptually formed by flattening a Maxwell fisheye lens —

a perfect imaging device — through the use of a coordinate transformation. The

specifications for the constitutive parameters of the device are obtained using trans-

formation optics (TO). To obtain a more favorable implementation of the lens, we

seek a quasi-conformal TO (QCTO) transformation that minimizes the required

anisotropy, such that the resulting lens can be formed using isotropic, dielectric-only

media. We demonstrate such a flattened Maxwell lens at microwave frequencies using

a non-resonant metamaterial and confirm its focusing and broad bandwidth behav-

ior. Such planar, dielectric-only structures can be readily implemented in infrared

and optical waveguides.

TO had been suggested as a means of forming a perfect relay lens from a Maxwell

fisheye lens by Smith et al.[66]. The Maxwell lens is a spherical or cylindrical lens

with a radially varying, azimuthally symmetric index profile that images a point

on the boundary of the lens to a point on the opposite side of the lens. Like the

examples cited above, the Maxwell lens is a perfect imaging instrument having zero

geometrical optical aberrations. The index at radius r of the Maxwell lens is given

by,
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Figure 2.11: The permittivity distribution of the transformed Maxwell lens in (a)
the virtual space and (b) the physical space. The red-blue transition shows the
boundary between indexes above unity, realizable with non-resonant metamaterials,
and indexes below unity, realizable only with resonant metamaterials

nprq � n0

1 � pr{aq2 (2.8)

where n0 is the index at the center of the lens and a is the radius of the lens.[55] With

both sides of the Maxwell lens flattened, the resulting optical device would function

as a perfect relay lens, projecting and inverting an image from one plane to the other.

The relay lens represents an important optical element in many imaging instruments,

including night vision systems, endoscopes, microscopes and photocopiers. As is

common with most optical systems, relay lenses are typically composed of many

singlet lenses, the combination of which minimize but do not eliminate geometrical

aberrations. To the extent to which it is feasible, an aberration free, single element

relay lens would be an extremely useful device.
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Figure 2.12: The two types of unit cells used to implement the Maxwell and their
effective epsilon in the z-direction. (a) is the unit cell for the non-resonant electric
dipole composed of copper on FR4 in air. (b) shows the unit cell for the air slot in
FR4.

A quasi-conformal transformation that flattens opposite segments of the bound-

ary of a Maxwell fisheye lens has recently been described by Smith et al.[66] This

transformation of the fisheye lens is shown in Fig. 2.11. Since these flattened seg-

ments are mirrors of each other across the center of the lens, a point on one flattened

boundary will be imaged to the opposite boundary, as seen in Fig. 2.10. This trans-

formation preserves the perfect geometric optical properties of the fisheye lens, thus

forming a perfect relay lens. As larger length segments of the lens are flattened, the

magnitudes of the maximum and minimum required material responses increase.

We implemented a 2D version of the perfect relay lens using non-resonant meta-

materials, so that the performance was broadband. To within the QCTO approxi-

mation that the in-plane diagonal tensor components are unity, the optimized trans-

formation requires that only εzzpx, yq and µzzpx, yq, the out of plane components,
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Figure 2.13: The fabricated metamaterial TO Maxwell relay lens.

be non-unity. If we further restrict the polarization of waves to be perpendicular to

the plane of the transformation (TE) or in the plane of the transformation (TM),

then only εzzpx, yq or µzzpx, yq, respectively, need be controlled. Here we restrict the

polarization to be TE, and fold the fisheye index profile of Eqn. 2.8 into the transfor-

mation by applying the transformation to the permittivity distribution in the virtual

space nprq2 � εzzprq.
To achieve the required spatial variation of εzz, two variations of metamaterial

elements were used. The first was a non-resonant, anisotropic split-wire copper wire

patterned on FR4. The second was a slot-like void in the FR4. The combination

of these two unit cells allows all indexes from nearly one up to 2.46 to be reached.

The split wire structure acts like an electrically polarizable inclusion in the FR4/air

matrix which increases ε in the direction of the wire.[19] Because we only need to

control εzz to fully implement our transformation, wires aligned out of the plane of

the transformation are sufficient. Each split wire unit cell consisted of copper strips

of varying length from zero to 3.03mm patterned onto 200µm thick FR4 sheets. The

width and pitch pitch of the wires was 300µm and 600µm, respectively. However,
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this unit cell alone cannot achieve the lowest indexes required by the design. To

reach permittivities below that afforded by the volume filling fraction of the FR4

alone, a second air-void unit cell was introduced. This unit cell consisted of a 300µm

wide slot cut through the FR4 substrate. Varying the length of this unit cell from

zero to 3.03mm varies the volume fraction of FR4 in the unit cell and allows the

permittivity to be smoothly reduced to nearly one. Stacking sheets adjacent unit

cells with a spacing of 1.5mm formed a three dimensional array of copper wires and

air slots aligned in the z-direction. The geometry of the unit cell put an upper limit

on εzz, and hence the arc length of lens that could be flattened.

The lens was characterized in a parallel plate 2D mapper, as has previously been

described.[71] Such a parallel plate implementation constrains the polarization to be

TE, as required by our design, and allows for the field magnitude and phase inside

the lens to be imaged. The maximum εzz that can be attained with our split wire

unit cell determines the degree of flattening, i.e. the length of the focal planes, that

can be achieved. In this case our maximum ε was 6, corresponding to a flattening of

28% of the radius on either side of the lens or a flattened focal surface of arc length

1.54radius or 88o. The actual lens was designed to operate in the X-band from

8GHz to 12GHz. To create the lens permittivity profile, the length of each wire/void

was varied according to its position in the lens permittivity profile by interpolating

the permittivity retrieved from simulations of the unit cells with varying length

wires/voids.[73] To emulate infinite extent in the direction out of the plane of the

transformation, a slice of the lens three unit cells thick was placed in a parallel plate

waveguide. This constrains the polarization to be TE. Thus all fields and material

properties are invariant in the z-direction. The source was a dielectric rod waveguide

placed at various positions on the object plane of the lens. The field inside the lens

was imaged for sources from 8GHz to 12GHz and for five source positions spanning

the flattened boundary of the lens. The imaging of the lens was equally effective for
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Figure 2.14: (a),(b), and (c) Show full-wave finite element simulation results for
the truncated, ε1zz, permittivity distribution. a) shows the source located at the
center of the lens, b) shows the source located just inside the truncation, and c)
shows the source located in the truncated region, but still on the boundary of the
transformed lens. This qualitatively shows the effect of truncating the index profile
as the source in c) is poorly focused through the lens with much of its energy being
radiated away. Figures (d),(e), and (f) Show the experimentally measured electric
field in the transformed Maxwell lens. (d) shows the field for the source located at
the center of the flattened lens boundary. (e) and (f) show the source located at the
edge of the flattened boundary at 12GHz and 8Ghz, respectively. In all cases the
source is located at the lower boundary.

all source positions and frequencies, as shown in Fig. 2.14.

This type of QCTO device requires dielectric-only gradient index materials. Al-

though an approximation step has been used to achieve more robust and broadband

performance, the effect of truncating index values below unity appears to have little

effect on the device operation as long as the regions having index less than one are

marginal. Such dielectric-only TO devices are readily scalable to optical wavelengths.

The observed transmission losses can be reduced by using a low-loss substrate and/or
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impedance matching a detector array on the image plane to the lens. This type of

2D optical device is ideally suited to implementation in guided wave devices such

as silicon-on-insulator waveguides where the effective index of the waveguide can be

controlled by making holes/columns in the silicon or by tapering its thickness.[12, 13]

A three dimensional version of this relay lens could be approximated by revolving

this 2D index profile around the optical axis to create an inhomogeneous isotropic in-

dex profile, or by using a true three dimensional transformation which would require

anisotropic material parameters.

2.6 Microwave transformation-optical Rotman lens

The lenses discussed in Sections 2.1,2.3,2.4, and 2.5 were all bulk-dielectric lenses

where light incident on the surface of the lens from free-space enters the lens, prop-

agates within the dielectric of the lens, and exits the lens into free-space through

the second lens boundary. However, as mentioned in 2.5, a lens is generally a de-

vice that transforms light from one place to another - the exact means of how this

transformation happens is somewhat irrelevant to the lensing behavior. An example

of this abstraction is the so called Rotman lens which uses antennas that couples

light in and out of the lens and transmission lines that guide light around within

the lens itself. Even for this type of lens, metamaterials find utility in improving the

performance of the lens. The work in this section was published by Hunt et al. in

[74].

The solutions to the Rotman lens design equations constrain the minimum size

of the device. Here we use Transformation Optics (TO) to compress a standard

Rotman lens by 27 percent along the optical axis while maintaining the beam steering

range, gain, and side lobe amplitudes over a broad frequency range. This kind of

transformation requires an anisotropic magnetic response, which is achieved using

complementary electric dipole metamaterials. These metamaterials are ideal for
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transmission line applications and exhibit broadband magnetic response.

Recently there has been increasing interest in broad band beam-steering mi-

crowave lenses for imaging and communication. The Rotman lens is commonly used

in such lensing applications since its transmission line based structure makes it low

profile and easy to fabricate.[75, 76, 77, 78] The Rotman lens consists of a parallel

plate transmission line with a set of input ports and a set of output ports. Each

output port then has a microstrip transmission line of some electrical length that

feeds an antenna. The relative positions of the input and output ports and the

electrical length of each antenna feed are determined by the Rotman lens equations.

The solution of these equations is such that when a single input feed is excited, the

phase distribution across the antennas is that of a plane wave traveling in a direction

determined by the position of the excited port.[75] In order to emulate a reflection-

less open boundary, the parallel plate region between the input and output ports is

terminated with impedance matched dummy ports. The positions of these dummy

ports is not prescribed by the Rotman lens equations and choosing these in a manner

that reduces reflections back into the lens is a major optimization factor in the design

of the lens.[79, 76]

For many applications it is desirable to reduce the size of the lens in the in-plane

directions. Here we aim to achieve this by applying the techniques of Transformation

Optics (TO) and metamaterials. TO provides a method to transform the geometry of

an optical device while maintaining its optical properties by varying the material pa-

rameters of the transformed device.[80] The required permittivity and permeability

of the transformed device are generally spatially varying and anisotropic. Meta-

materials provide the means to implement these complicated material parameters.

Previous work has used spatial variations in the isotropic index of refraction of the

substrate material inside a Rotman lens to reduce the energy lost to the absorbing

dummy ports.[81, 82] However, our TO design requires an anisotropic material re-
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sponse. Furthermore, previous Rotman designs employing gradient index materials

have used multiple fabrication steps to create the index gradients in the substrate

material of the transmission line structures. Here we have used complementary elec-

tric dipole metamaterials, which can be fabricated in the same step as the Rotman

transmission line structure itself, to achieve an anisotropic index of refraction. The

use of complementary metamaterials requires only a single layer circuit board.

Transformation Optics has been used to create entirely novel devices such as

cloaks and to modify or improve the operation of existing optical devices.[83, 10,

63, 13, 12, 19] However, TO can also be used to decrease the size of an optical

device by applying a coordinate transformation that compresses the space in which

the optical device is embedded.[80] A transformation is chosen that distorts virtual

space, described by unprimed coordinates px, y, zq � px1, x2, x3q, into the desired

physical space, described by primed coordinates px1, y1, z1q � px11, x12, x13q. Physical

space represents the actual location and geometry of the device when implemented,

while light will behave as though it is in the virtual space. A transformation can

be implemented by varying the permittivity and permeability in the physical space

using Eqns. 2.2 and 2.3.

In general this results in spatial variations in both the permeability and permit-

tivity of a device and results in anisotropic material parameters. However, in the

short wavelength limit where the spatial variations in the material parameters are

small over the length scale of a wavelength, the ray optics approximation becomes

valid and only the index of refraction is important. Thus an eikonal approximation

can be made where only the index of refraction prescribed by the transformation

is maintained and the impedance is ignored.[80] For example, for transverse elec-

tric (TE) polarization and propagation in the plane perpendicular to the z-axis, the

relevant indices are
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nx � ?
µyεz

ny � ?
µxεz. (2.9)

We can then define

ε1z � 1

µ1y � µyεz

µ1x � µxεz (2.10)

such that the indices are maintained but only the permeability in the plane of

propagation must be controlled. This is the case relevant to a Rotman lens because

propagation in the parallel plate region of the lens is TE and in the plane. It is

important to note that even when ray optics is valid, the Fresnel reflection coefficients

will change and scattering at the boundaries of the transformed region, which does

not occur if the full transformation material parameters are implemented, may occur.

This is because the eikonal approximation does not maintain the correct impedance.

To reduce the overall size of the Rotman lens, we transform the space within the

parallel plate region of the Rotman lens. This transformation is contained entirely

within the boundaries of the lens so that the input and output contours are the same

as obtained from the Rotman lens equations but shifted towards one another by an

amount determined by the transformation.

The transformation implemented here was a parabolic transformation that com-

presses space along the optical axis (x-axis) of the Rotman lens in such a manner

that the material parameters go to free space at the boundaries of the transformed

region. This transformation is given by
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dx1

dx
pxq �

#
p1 � αq

�
2x�l1�l2
l1�l2

	2

� α , l1   x   l2

1 , x ¤ l1 Y x ¥ l2
(2.11)

where α P r0, 1s is a free parameter that controls the degree of compression.

l1 and l2 are the boundaries of the transformation in untransformed space. The

degree of compression is constrained by the realizable material parameters, with

larger compressions requiring larger material parameters.

This expression can be integrated to determine the coordinate map,

x1pxq �
$&
%

p1�αq
6pl1�l2q2

p2x� l1 � l2q3 � αx� c , l1   x   l2
l11 � px� l1q , x ¤ l1
l12 � px� l2q , x ¥ l2

(2.12)

where c is a constant that determines the translation of the transformed region.

This transformation and the transformed Rotman lens outline are shown in Fig.

2.15.

This transformation requires results in εzpxq � µypxq � 1{µxpxq. In order to

simplify the fabrication of this lens, an eikonal approximation of the form given in

Eqn. 2.10 is used. The approximated material parameters are then, ε1z � µ1x � 1, µ1y �
µ2
y,. This means that only the permeability in the y-direction, perpendicular to the

optical axis and in the plane of the parallel plates, needs to be controlled. In most

material systems, controlling the permeability is very difficult, especially if broad-

band and low-loss is desired. Here we avoid these problems by taking advantage of the

transmission line geometry of the Rotman lens and use complementary metamaterials

to achieve the needed permeability.

Complementary metamaterials (discussed in detail in 4) are planar metamateri-

als or metasurfaces, where the metal and dielectric comprising the material unit cell

have been exchanged as compared to bulk metamaterials. For instance, the unit cell
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Figure 2.15: The a) untransformed and b) transformed Rotman lens outlines. In
a) and b) lines of constant x are shown and the transformation region is shaded. The
transformed region is limited in the y-direction to a rectangle entirely within the
boundary of the lens, resulting in the observed change in the dummy port geometry.
c) The permeability in the y-direction prescribed by the transformation. d) The
fabricated lens outline with output transmission lines and C-dipoles corresponding
to the permeability distribution in c).

for a complementary electric dipole (C-Dipole) is a slot cut into a metal sheet, as

seen in Fig. 2.16. By the Babinet principal, these structures exhibit the dual material

response to their bulk counterparts.[84] So the C-dipole gives rise to a magnetic re-

sponse, allowing for the control of permeability. Furthermore, the magnetic response

may be broadband, anisotropic, and low-loss. Since complementary metamateri-

als are planar, they cannot be used as bulk materials. However, when patterned

onto a transmission line device, an effective loading is obtained. Among other de-

vices, this effective loading has previously been used to implement a transmission

line gradient index lens.[85] Fig. 2.16 shows the effective permeability, retrieved from
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Figure 2.16: a,inset) The unitcell for a complementary dipole patterned on a
parallel plate transmission line. The unitcell used in the fabricated lens was 300µm
wide patterned in 17µm thick copper on a 200µm FR4 substrate. a,plot) The real
and imaginary retrieved permeability for a 10GHz TE wave traveling perpendicular
to the long dimension the C-Dipole. b) The retrieved permeability versus frequency
for a 3mm long C-dipole. c) The retrieved permeability versus frequency for the
same C-dipole and a wave traveling in the longitudinal direction.

simulations, of the C-dipole structure used in the fabricated lens. The permittivity

for all frequencies and propagation directions is equal to the substrate permittivity.

The maximum achievable permeability is limited by the maximum length of the of

the C-dipole, which is in turn constrained by the operating wavelength such that an

effective medium approximation is valid, and by the minimum fabricatable feature

size. Increasing the C-dipole area density will increase the maximum permeability.

The eikonal approximation is useful because it simplifies the material parame-

ters and the device fabrication. It does however introduce reflections that would

be nonexistent if the full material parameters were implemented. By choosing a

transformation for which the gradient smoothly goes to one at the boundaries of

the transformed region, in this case a parabolic transformation, these reflections are

minimized but are not absent. Furthermore, the transformation must be truncated

at some point in the y-direction. Since the transformation cannot extend into the

dummy ports themselves, there would be an impedance mismatch causing reflections

if it was simply truncated at the ports. An additional problem with extending the
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Figure 2.17: Phase distributions across the output antennas for three nominal
focusing directions, for the uncompressed, compressed, and control lenses.

transformation to the boundaries of the parallel plate region is that the retrieved

properties of the C-dipoles are only correct when the C-dipoles are embedded in a

parallel plate, which is an approximation that breaks down at the lens edges. Thus

we choose to end the transformed region at the point where it intersects with the

lens boundary. To minimize reflections from this truncation boundary, the perme-

ability is linearly graded in the y-direction from the value at the boundary of the

transformation to one. This does not correspond to a true transformation of the field

in these regions, and the phase entering the dummy ports is modified as compared

to the untransformed lens.

The uncompressed lens was designed for 10GHz operation using the Rotman

lens equations with five input ports and ten output ports. The nominal focusing

directions for the ports were �30o,�15o, 0o, 15o, and 30o. The dummy port positions

were determined by placing them along the lines tangent to the extremes of the input

and output contours. The compressed lens was then obtained from this design by

shifting the input and output boundaries toward each other according to Eqn. 2.12,

where α was chosen such that our maximum required permeability was equal to our
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Figure 2.18: (a)The far field radiation pattern for the compressed, uncompressed
and control Rotman lens.

maximum achievable. This shift of the boundaries corresponded to a 27% decrease in

the length of the Rotman lens along the optical axis. The dummy port positions for

the transformed lens were determined in the same manner as for the untransformed

lens. The region between l1 and l2 was then patterned with C-dipoles to achieve the

anisotropic index prescribed from Eqn. 2.11 and Eqn. 2.10 by interpolating Fig. 2.16

for the necessary length of the C-dipole. A control lens was also designed such that

the boundaries of the lens were identical to the compressed lens but the material

parameters required to implement the transformation were omitted.

Fig. 2.17 shows the analytical phase distribution across the output ports for the

uncompressed, compressed and control lens. While the ideal phase distribution is

not exactly preserved through the transformation, it is much closer to the ideal phase

distribution than the control phase distribution. The control lens shows a shift in

the phase slope, which corresponds to a shift in the propagation direction, as well as

a deviation from linearity, which corresponds to defocusing of the beam.

The uncompressed, compressed, and control lenses were fabricated on 0.2mm FR4

using standard circuit board fabrication techniques. An Agilent network analyzer

was used to measure the multi-port scattering matrix from which the output phase

distribution, far-field pattern, and loss characteristics were calculated.

As expected from the analytic phase distributions, the control lens shows both a
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Table 2.1: Transformation-optical Rotman lens performance. FWHM{pθactual �
θnominalq for each lens and for each nominal focusing direction

Focusing direction 0onominal 15onominal 30onominal
Uncompressed 17o{0o 17o{0o 17o{0o
Compressed 17o{0o 17o{0o 17o{0o
Control 19o{0o 20o{5o 20o{10o

wider beam and a divergence from the nominal focusing direction. The transformed

lens, on the other hand, preserves the width and direction of the uncompressed beam,

though some mismatch in the side lobes is seen. The beam full-width-at-half-max

(FWHM) for the uncompressed and compressed lenses is 17oFWHM for all nominal

focusing directions while the control lens FWHM is 19oFWHM for the 0o nominal focus-

ing direction and 20oFWHM for the 15o and 30o nominal focusing directions. While the

true focusing directions for uncompressed and compressed lenses are exactly equal

to the nominal directions, the control lens shows deviation with increasing nominal

direction. The deviation from the nominal focusing direction for the control lens

is 0o, 5o, and 10o for the 0o, 15o, and 30o nominal directions, respectively. This is

summarized in Table 2.1. The variation in the side lobes is caused by reflections at

the boundaries of the transformation region due to the eikonal approximation and

truncation of the transformation in the y-direction. The transformed lens shows an

average insertion loss of 1.448dB, which is contributed to a lower average return loss

of 5.674dB for the transformed lens as compared to 6.484dB for the untransformed

lens, as well as the loss of the C-dipoles. The increased return loss is due to reflections

introduced by the eikonal approximation.

In this section we have shown the first ever example of a transformation-optical

device implemented with complementary metamaterials. This was achieved by lever-

aging the unique anisotropic, broadband and low loss nature of the C-dipole to control

the effective permeability inside a parallel-plate transmission line. The transformed
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Rotman shows performance nearly identical to the untransformed lens 1.44dB in-

sertion loss while being compressed along the optical axis by 27%. The degree of

compression could be increased by using a lithography that supports smaller features

so that a higher C-dipole density, and hence permeability, can be achieved. These

complementary metamaterials require no additional cost or processing beyond that

required to fabricate the untransformed Rotman lens. Such metamaterials could

be used in non-TO devices as well, for example to provide index gradients to steer

power away from the dummy ports to reduce the insertion loss and to correct the

abberations seen at the off-focus ports.[81]

2.7 Negative index of refraction lens: the superlens

No discussion of metamaterial lenses could be complete without mentioning the neg-

ative index of refraction superlens. Though the author has not been involved in

research into negative index lenses, a brief description of them is given here for

completeness.

The first metamaterial to capture the imagination of the the general public was

a piece of metamaterial with a negative index of refraction.[86, 71] At the interface

between air and a material with negative index of refraction, rays of light to the

’wrong’ side of the surface normal. Inside a negative index material phase fronts

propagate ’backward’ i.e. opposite to the direction of power transfer. These behav-

iors are unusual and exciting, but the truly fantastic power of such a material is in

their ability to focus the evanescent fields of light. In the seminal paper on negative

index materials published in 1968, Veselago noted that a flat slab of such material

will focus light like a lens.[87] Then in 2000, shortly after the first negative index of

refraction material was experimentally demonstrated by Smith et al., Pendry pointed

out that a negative index slab would not only focus light, but it would also capture

and focus evanescent waves - which normally do not propagate far enough away from
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a scene to contribute to the focused image - resulting in a ’perfect’ image of the scene.

As discussed in more detail in section 3.4, when light scatters off a scene, the sub-

wavelength structure in the scene - structure with spatial frequencies, kx, larger than

the free-space wavenumber, k0 - scatters into plane wave components with imaginary

wavenumbers. I.e. if the optical axis is along z, these plane waves propagate along z

with kz �
a
k2

0 � k2
x � i|kz| when kx ¡ k0. These ’evanescent’ plane waves attenuate

as e�ipi|kz |zq � e�|kz |z and do not contribute to the image. However, when these

waves enter a material with negative index of refraction, �|n|, the evanescent wave

are amplifed with propagation along z as e�|n||kz |z! This means that after propagating

from a scene through a distance d of air, then a distance 2d of a negative index slab,

and then another distance d through air, all the plane waves, including the evanescent

ones, will be have exactly the same amplitude they had at the scene. The resulting

image will include information about structure in the scene below the diffraction

limit yielding a super-resolution image. Thus the negative index of refraction lens is

also called a superlens.

In practice, the inherent losses involved in making a material with negative index

of refraction prevents the image from having infinite resolution, but many demon-

strations of superlenses have indeed beaten the diffraction limit. Super lenses have

been demonstrated from RF[88], to optical[23], and even ultraviolet[89].

2.8 Conclusions

Metamaterials enable many novel types of lenses. In this chapter we have demon-

strated how the design flexibility of metamaterials makes them useful in creating

lenses with unprecedented form-factors and performance. In the following chapters

we will describe how these different types of lenses can be used for imaging, and

present an entirely new type of imaging system enabled by the unique properties of

metamaterials.
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3

Theory of Metamaterial Imaging Apertures

In Chapter 2 we discussed several different types of metamaterial lenses and imaging

systems. Some of the systems discussed look quite different from what many people

would consider a lens, however they all share the ability to transform light from one

location to another. For imaging, this ability is used to transform the light emitted,

or scattered, from a scene of interest to a detector of some type, with the objective

of determining properties of the scene. Typically these properties are spatial and

spectral information about the scene. Despite the vast differences in implementation

of the lenses we have presented, they all share this common behavior. Understanding

this general perspective on imaging is the goal of the field of computational imag-

ing. Before we may understand the more abstract metamaterial imaging systems

discussed in this thesis, we must first become familiar with the mathematics and ter-

minology of computational imaging. The following chapter provides general concepts

and terminology that will be referenced throughout the rest of this document.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of a general imaging system.

3.1 Computational imaging

The information presented in this section is largely credited to D. Bradys book

Optical Imaging and Spectroscopy[90]. The process of imaging can be thought of as

a general signal transmission problem. The signal to be sent is information about

the objects in the scene and the transmission channel is the optical imaging system -

including light scattering, propagation, and detection. This is depicted in Fig. 3.1. In

Fig. 3.1, the impulse response, or point spread function (PSF), of the optical system

is given by hpr1, rq. Then the measured noisy signal at the detector from a scene,

defined as the scalar function fprq which represents some spatially varying property

of the scene that we aim to measure, is given by,

gpr1q �
»
scene

fprqhpr1, rqdV � npr1q (3.1)

where nprq is a noise term.

Often for imaging systems, measurements are made by spatially separated de-

tectors such as pixels, but almost any physical parameter may be used to index or
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multiplex the measurements. For a pixel-type detector space is used to index the

measurements, but time, frequency, temperature or any other property that causes

the PSF of the system to change may be used to index the measurement modes. For

the imaging system presented in chapter 7 frequency is used to index the measure-

ments

3.1.1 Discretization of the imaging equation

Lets call the general mode indexing variable w. Usually we make M discrete measure-

ments for different values of w, such as for different discrete pixel-detectors separated

in space, a single measurement made for the mth value of w is given by,

gpwmq �
»
detector

gpwqppwm � wqdV � npwmq (3.2)

where ppwq is the detector response function. From here on, we assume that the

detector response is perfectly selective in w and is so a Delta function. With this as-

sumption, and implicitly representing the w mode-indexing variable with a subscript

m, the mth measurement is,

gm �
»
scene

fprqhmprqdV � nm (3.3)

It is possible to discretize the integral over the scene volume in under the condition

that the scene function is limited in both space and frequency. For the moment, lets

consider a one-dimensional (1D) scene function fpxq. Given some basis of functions,

tφpx, kq, k P Ru, which are orthonormal,

» 8

�8

φpx, αq � φpx, βqdx �
"

0 α � β
1 α � β

(3.4)

fpxq can be represented on as,

fpxq �
» 8

�8

apkqφpx, kqdk (3.5)
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provided that the basis spans the support of fpxq. The basis-coefficients apkq are

given by projecting the scene function onto each basis function,

apkq �
» 8

�8

fpxqφpx, kqdx (3.6)

For example, a commonly used basis is the Fourier basis,
 
e�ikx, k P C

(
.

The Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem says that if fpxq has no spatial fre-

quencies, u, larger than B - i.e. the Fourier transform, f̂puq, of fpxq is zero beyond

some maximum frequency,

f̂puq � 0 for |u| ¡ B (3.7)

then fpxqis bandwidth-limited and can be represented with the discrete summation,

fpxq �
8̧

n��8

ansincp2Bx� nq (3.8)

The fantastic thing about the Shannon-basis, the basis composed of shifted sinc

functions, tsincp2Bx� nq, n P Zu, is that the basis-coefficients are simply samples of

fpxq taken with a period of ∆x � B{2!

an �
» 8

�8

fpxqsincp2Bx� nqdx � fpn{2Bxq (3.9)

This is an important and powerful observation. It means that the complete, smooth,

band-limited function can be formed simply by knowledge of the functions value

at discrete points. This is much easier both mathematically and physically than

integrating the full function times the basis functions over all space to get the ba-

sis coefficients. Henceforth, if we refer to the ’canonical basis’ we are referring to

the Shannon-basis. The smooth function can then be exactly reconstructed using

these discrete measurements and Eqn. 3.8, which is sometimes called the Shannon-

interpolation formula.
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For simplicity, and because most displays have some maximum resolution due to

display pixel size, we often represent fpxq on the Haar basis,
 

1
∆x
rect ppx� n∆xq{∆xq

, n P Zu which is an approximation of the Shannon/sinc basis. This basis does not

completely span the support of fpxq, but has the advantage that it is easier to com-

pute this approximate fpxq from the basis-coefficients since the Haar basis functions

do not overlap and are finite in extent, while sinc functions are infinite in extent.

This is the pixel basis where every rectangular pixel in an image of the scene is

assigned a constant value.

Now if fpxq is limited in spatial extent, i.e.

fpxq � 0 for |x| ¡ X (3.10)

then the number of samples of fpxq needed to exactly represent is,

X{∆x � 2BX (3.11)

or in three dimensions, 8BxXByY BzZ.

This total number of basis-coefficients, N , is known as the space-bandwidth-

product (SBP) of fpxq. This will be the maximum number of basis-coefficients

needed to represent any function with the same bandwidth and extent with any

other orthogonal basis[91]. The function fpxq can then be exactly represented by

the finite-length vector of basis-coefficients f � ra0, a1, a2, . . . , aN s.
Of course, no real-world scenes will be bandwidth- or extent-limited. However any

imaging system will have some maximum field-of-view (FOV), and some minimum

resolution (maximum spatial bandwidth). Thus we can define the SBP to be a

property of the imaging system itself, and then the best image we can obtain with

the system is limited to a low-pass filtered and spatially-truncated approximation of

the true scene, as discussed in section 3.4.

Thus if fprq is bandwidth and extent limited, it can be represented on an or-

thonormal basis as fprq � °N
n�0 anφnprq and the continuous measurement equation
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Figure 3.2: A discretized scene vector consisting of N pixels can be represented as a
point in N -dimensional space. Likewise the measurement modes can be represented
as vectors in the same space. Then the measurement process can be envisioned as
projecting the scene vector onto the measurement vectors. In (b) the measurement
modes are the individual pixels themselves, and the measured values can be im-
mediately interpreted as the reconstructed image since H � I. The measurement
modes may be any linear combination of the pixels (c), and do not need to be or-
thonormal (d). As long as the measurement modes span the N space, the scene may
be recovered. However, when noise is added to the measurements the importance
of orthonormal measurement modes becomes apparent - inverting the measurement
matrix will amplify the noise associated with smaller measurement modes, and for
modes with small inner product.

(Eqn. 3.3) above can now be discretized as,

gm �
»
scene

fprqhmprqdV � nm �
»
scene

Ņ

n

anφnprqhmprqdV � nm (3.12)

or

gm �
¸
n

an

»
scene

φnprqhmprqdV �nm � rhm1, hm2, . . . , hmn, . . . , hmN s � f�nm (3.13)

and the complete set of measurements can be expressed as,

g � Hf � n (3.14)

where f is a length N vector of basis-coefficients representing the scene, g is a length

M vector of measurements made at the detector, n is a length M vector of measure-
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ment noise, and H is a M �N matrix with elements,

hmn �
»
scene

hmprqφnprqdV (3.15)

If we choose the φnprq to be the Shannon-basis, then the entries of H become simply

the values of the point-spread functions hm at Nyquist-sampled points in space, rn,

hmn � hmprnq (3.16)

The columns of the measurement matrix, are the discretized point spread func-

tions (PSFs) describing how light from every point in the scene contributes to every

measurement. Conversely, the rows of the measurement matrix are the measurement

modes. Each measurement gm � rhm1, hm2, . . . , hmN s � f �n can be thought of as the

projection of the scene onto one of the measurement modes of the imaging system.

This is visualized geometrically in Fig. 3.2.

In a conventional imaging system, the measurement modes might be diffraction-

limited spots, each of which samples a small portion of the scene (Fig. 1.1A). Be-

cause these modes have little or no spatial overlap in the detector plane, they can

be acquired nearly independently and simultaneously with N detectors, such as a

charge-coupled device (CCD) array. But in general the measurement modes need

not be indexed by spatially independent detectors. The measurement modes may

be generated and measured sequentially by reconfiguring the measurement system.

This sequential measurement mode formation is the basis for single-pixel imaging

systems. Any method that provides measurements that can be obtained indepen-

dently can be used to index the measurement modes this is where the ability of

metamaterials to independently control different properties of light comes plays an

important role, as will be discussed in more detail in chapters 6 and 7. The informa-

tion presented in this section is largely credited to D. Bradys book Optical Imaging

and Spectroscopy[90].
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Figure 3.3: A graphical representation of the imaging process corresponding to
Fig. 1.1B. The scene (the letter A) is imaged with a lens onto a series of random
masks that transmit a subset of all the image pixels. The mask is then imaged with
a second lens onto a single detector. The value measured at the detector for each
mask is the sum of the that mask times the scene. Each mask is one row of the
measurement matrix.

3.1.2 Image reconstruction

So now the problem of imaging is that of inverting the equation g � Hf � n to

obtain an estimate of f , fe. This process is called scene reconstruction. If there is no

noise and H is an invertible matrix, then this can be done by direct matrix inversion.

In the presence of noise, or if H is ill-conditioned then direct inversion may fail to

produce a suitable estimate of f . If the singular value decomposition (SVD) of H is,

H � USV� (3.17)

where U is a M � M complex unitary matrix, V is an N � N complex unitary

matrix, and S is a M �N rectangular diagonal matrix of real non-negative singular

values, S � diagM�Nps1, s2, s3, . . . , srq such that s1 ¥ s2 ¥ s3 ¥ . . . ¥ sr and

r � minpM,Nq. The columns of U are the left-hand singular-vectors, um, that span
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the measurement space, and the columns of V are the right-hand singular-vectors,

vn, that span the scene space. The ratio of the largest to the smallest non-zero

singular values in S is the condition number of the matrix while the number of non-

zero singular values in S is the rank of the matrix. The null-space of H is spanned

by the last N �M vectors in H. The inverse of H is given by,

H�1 � V��1S�1U�1 � VS�1U� (3.18)

which may be generalized for non-square H using the pseudo-inverse,

H� � VS�U� (3.19)

where � indicates the pseudo-inverse which for a diagonal matrix like S is obtained

by simply inverting the non-zero diagonal elements and leaving all zero elements

alone. The pseudo-inverse of a square and non-singular matrix is the normal inverse.

This explains why direct inversion of an ill-conditioned matrix (a matrix with

large condition number) fails to provide an estimate of f in the presence of noise. If

a measurement is corrupted by gaussian white noise with variance V arpnq � σ2 then

using the pseudo-inverse of H to attempt to estimate f gives,

fe � H�g � f �VS�U�n � f � ε (3.20)

The error in the estimate is ε � VdiagM�Np1{s1, 1{s2, 1{s3, . . . , 1{srqU�n (unless

some of the singular values are zero in which case their reciprocal in the pseudo-

inverse of S is replaced by zero). Geometrically, the unitary matrices U� and V cor-

respond to magnitude-preserving rotations and S� � diagp1{s1, 1{s2, 1{s3, ..., 1{srq is

a scaling. Since the noise distribution is white, the distribution can be represented as

an n-sphere with radius σ2 and the first rotation by U� has no effect on the distribu-

tion. The scaling by S� and subsequent rotation by V distorts the noise distribution

by 1{si along the vi singular-vector direction. Thus the error in the reconstruction
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has more energy in the right-hand singular vector directions with smaller singular

values. The energy of the reconstruction error is,

|ε|2 � σ2 �
¸
i

� 1r1{s2
i � σ2Ψ (3.21)

So the reconstruction error has magnitude related to the sum of the inverse singular

value spectrum squared, Ψ, and is primarily in the scene-spanning singular vectors

with small singular values. For measurement matrices with large condition number

the small singular values amplify the noise. Concave measurement matrices with

large Ψ will do better than convex measurement matrices with low Ψ.

The estimation problem may be stated more generally as the convex optimization

problem,

fe � argminfe}Hfe � g}2
2 (3.22)

We recognize this as an ordinary least-squares problem which, in the presence of

white noise, has a solution given by,

fe � pH1Hq�1H�g � H�g (3.23)

The rank of H, obtained from the SVD, provides a measure of the number of

orthogonal modes that a given measurement matrix samples. If the rank is equal to

the space-bandwidth-product, then the measurement matrix captures all the avail-

able information in the scene and achieves the maximum possible resolution. Thus

the SVD of a measurement matrix provides a useful metric to characterize the cor-

responding imaging system, with the rank giving the best possible resolution of the

system and the condition-number giving its robustness to noise. A useful metric

the analyse a linear measurement system is the the effective-rank of the system’s

measurement matrix. This is the number of singular values higher than some noise

power. The effective-rank estimates how many useful measurements are collected by
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the system at a given SNR level and so gives a description of how a system responds

to different noise levels.

3.1.3 Compressed sensing

To form a completely determined set of measurements (thus enabling a unique solu-

tion for f), the rank of H must equal the scenes space-bandwidth-product[90]. This

means that the number of measurements M must be greater than or equal to the

space-bandwidth-product. If M ¤ N , then the scene is underdetermined and there

exist many possible scenes that would all produce the same measurements. Com-

pressed sensing allows for the reconstruction ill-conditioned measurements where

much of f lies in the null-space of the measurement matrix, or where the number

of measurements M is much less than the space-bandwidth-product. This prob-

lem is visualized geometrically in Fig. 3.4. This is accomplished by using nonlinear

estimators that attempt to solve the constrained-optimization problem,

fe � argminfe}Hfe � g}2
2 � λRpfeq (3.24)

where we have added a constraint to the problem of 3.22. Rpxq represents a prior

that measures some expected property of x, e.g. smoothness or sparsity (num-

ber of non-zero basis-coefficients of f). The first term in Eqn. 3.24 represents the

l2-norm corresponding to traditional least-squares estimation. An lp-norm is a gen-

eralization of length measurement for a vector. The lp-norm of a length N vector

x � rx1, x2, . . . , xn, . . . , xN s existing in N -dimensional space is,

}x}p �
�

Ņ

n�1

|xn|p
� 1

p

(3.25)
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Figure 3.4: If the number of measurements, M , made is smaller than the dimension
of the scene, N , (corresponding to the space-bandwith product), then the problem
of estimating the scene from the measurements is underdetermined. In (a) we have
a two-pixel scene, which is represented as the large blue dot in 2-dimensional space,
and we make a single measurement of the scene by projecting it onto h1. Our
measurement matrix is simply the 1x2 matrix H � h1. This measurement matrix
has a null-space defined by u1. In general, the null-space is an pN �Mq-dimensional
plane. With this one measurement we may only ever localize a scene along h1; we
can never know where the scene is along u1. Given our measurement g1, any scene
g1h1 � γu1 is a valid solution. Without additional information about our scene,
we cannot pick a unique scene from that solution plane. If, however, we have the
prior knowledge that our scene is sparse, we can select from the solution plane the
solution with the smallest }l1} which is visualized as the point at which the smallest
}l1} N-sphere contacts the solution plane. In (b) we have a scene which is sparse
in the pixel-basis and, indeed, this is the point at which the smallest }l1} N-sphere
(the black diamond) contacts the solution plane (dashed line). Because the }l1} N-
sphere is ’pointy’ it will contact the solution plane at one of its vertices with high
probability, yielding a sparse solution if the vertices of the }l1} N-sphere are aligned
with the sparsifying basis vectors. Knowing the basis in which a scene is sparse
is equivalent to specifying the orientation of the }l1} N-sphere. In (c) the scene is
sparse in a wavelet basis and the }l1} N-sphere oriented with the wavelet-basis vectors
rw1,w2s again contacts the solution plane at the true solution.
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We find a few values of p particularity useful in computational imaging. The l2-norm

is then the Euclidean length of a vector.

}x}2 �
gffe Ņ

n�1

|xn|2 (3.26)

If the vector represents a signal, the square of the l2-norm is the signal power. The l1-

norm, sometimes called the taxi-cab length in analogy to distance measured between

locations in a city measured in the number of city blocks required to drive between

them, is the sum of the magnitudes of the elements of a vector.

}x}1 �
Ņ

n�1

|xn| (3.27)

Taking the limit as p goes to zero we determine that the l0-norm is the number of

non-zero elements, regardless of their magnitude or sign, in a vector,

}x}1 �
Ņ

n�1

"
1 |xn| ¡ 0
0 xn � 0

(3.28)

This is the ’sparsity’ measure of the vector. Transforming a vector into a new basis

is equivalent to rotating it. This preserves the l2-norm of the vector (or the energy in

a signal) however the other norms are not preserved through basis transformation.

This means that a vector will have different sparsity when represented in different

basis.

The scalar λ in Eqn. 3.24 is a weighting term that determines the relative im-

portance of the data-matching term versus the prior-enforcing term. When λ � 0,

the solution to this minimization optimization problem is traditional least-squares

given by the pseudo-inverse of H. In compressive sampling, Rpxq is the l1-norm,

which reflects the inherent sparsity that exists in natural scenes. Thus compressive
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measurement leverages the realization that measurements need not conserve form

of dimension in this sense[44, 92, 93]. The ability to estimate the scene, f , from a

substantially undersampled set of measurements is a result of the fact that natural

images can be substantially compressed without excessive loss of image fidelity[94].

For the case of a sparse scene, this nonlinear minimization problem is rigorously

solvable even with highly under-determined measurement datasets[43, 95, 96]. The

power of using the l1-norm as regularizer is that under certain conditions fe � f with

overwhelming probability.4,5

Another regularizing function that is commonly used is total-variation (TV),

which is the sum of the magnitudes of the gradients of an image[97]. For a two-

dimensional image that is Nx pixels by Ny pixels the total-variation of the image

is,

TV pfq �
Ny�1¸
j�1

Nx�1¸
i�1

|fj�1,i � fj,i| � |fj,i�1 � fj,i| (3.29)

As long as the chosen regularizer is a convex function (the line connecting any

two points on the function never crosses the function, in which case there are no local

minima) over the null-space of the measurement matrix, this optimization problem

can be solved with a variety of numerically efficient approaches[98]. If the regularizer

results in a non-convex objective function, then the finding the global minimizer

may be computationally intractable. For example, the Iterated Soft Thresholding

Algorithm[99, 100] finds the solution to this optimization problem with an l1-norm

regularizer by iterating the expression,

fe,k�1 � soft

�
fe,k � 1

α
Htpg �Hfe,kq, λ{2α



(3.30)

where α ¥ maxeigenvaluepHtHq, fe,1 � 0, and
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Figure 3.5: CS example: Suppose we measure a 10x10 pixel image with only 50
measurements (a compression of 50 percent). The measurements consist of imaging
the scene through a series of 50 masks, with each mask having a random transparency
for every pixel in the image. The signal measured for each mask is the sum of the
intensities of the images pixels that pass through the mask. The random masks give
some information about all parts of the scene, but with only 50 measurements of 100
pixels, the image is underdetermined. Each of the possible image estimates above,
and an infinity more, give the same measurements when measured with our 50 simu-
lated measurements. Which one is the real image? It is evident to a human because
we expect natural images to have certain properties. Compressed sensing estimators
attempt to search through all these possible images that match the measurements
to find the one that has some property, such as smoothness, that we expect the true
image to have.

softpx, yq �
$&
%

x� y x ¤ �y
x |x| ¤ y
x x ¤ �y

(3.31)

Another much faster-converging algorithm is the Two-Step Iterative Shrinkage/Thresholding

Algorithm (TwIST)[101]. TwIST was the primary CS estimator used in the experi-

mental work presented in chapter 6.

Natural images have properties that make them easy for a person to identify

such as, sparsity, smoothness, lines, and edges. CS reconstruction algorithms try to

find, from all the possible solutions, the solution that most exhibits the properties

we expect the image to have — the prior. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.5. These

properties can usually be expressed in terms of sparsity minimization and so CS

algorithms can be applied. For example an image of the night sky is expected to be
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sparse in the Haar (pixel) basis. An image of a building on the other hand might

be expected to be piecewise smooth and so would be sparse in a wavelet or curvelet

basis. Then if S is a square matrix that transforms the scene into a basis in which

we expect it to be sparse, fs � Sf , then we can use the new measurement matrix,

Hs � HS�1 (3.32)

to obtain the estimate for f in the sparse basis, fs,e as,

fs,e � argminfs,e}Hsfs,e � g}2
2 � λRpfs,eq (3.33)

and obtain fe as S�1fs,e.

The nonlinear estimators of CS are also effective denoising algorithms and so are

useful not only for solving linear equations with rank-deficient matrices, but also for

equations with ill-conditioned matrices. The information presented in this section is

largely credited to D. Bradys book Optical Imaging and Spectroscopy[90].

3.2 Measurement mode design

When undersampling a scene, the amount of information obtained per measurement

becomes an important consideration because the the total information collected will

be different for different sets of measurement modes. The more that is known about a

scene, the more the measurement modes (the rows of H) can be designed to maximize

the expected information-per-measurement. For instance, if the scene is known to

be sparse in the Haar basis, then making raster-scanned type measurements, where

each mode measures a single point in the scene, would provide a lower expected

information-per-measurement than a synthetic aperture radar (SAR)-type measure-

ment where each sample measures every point in the scene but with different phases

for each measurement. This is especially important for compressed sensing mea-

surements because if the scene is undersampled with a set of measurements that
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Figure 3.6: A scene can be represented as a vector (or point) in a space with
dimension equal to the SBP. The space here has dimension 2, corresponding to a two
pixel image. The axis x1 and x2 then might correspond to the intensities of these
two pixels. We then plot each of our dictionary scenes as a blue circle. The first
principal component vector, p1, is oriented such that the variance of the dictionary
projected onto p1 is maximized there is no other possible vector that would result
in a larger projected variance. The second principal component is perpendicular to
p1. If the dimension of the space were higher, then p2 would be chosen to maximize
the variance of the projected dictionary in that plane.

are inappropriate for that scene, no information at all may be obtained from some

parts of the scene. Given any information about the expected structure of a scene,

measurement modes can be designed for optimally undersampling the scene.

3.2.1 Principal component mode design

For these reasons we would like to consider how to design modes that are optimal for

specific types of scenes. For instance, if we have a dictionary of examples of the type of

scene we expect to image, how may we determine the best modes with which to image

the scene? One approach is to use Principal Component Analysis (PCA)[102, 103].

PCA tries to estimate the vectors that most distinguish the variations in the data.

Here we remember that an image can be considered as a vector existing in a space

with dimension equal the SBP. The first principal component (PC) of a data set

is the vector that maximizes the variance of the data set when it is projected onto

that vector. The second PC is that vector that is orthogonal to the first PC of the
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data that maximizes the projected variance, and so forth for the remaining PCs. To

determine the principal components we must diagonalize the covariance matrix,

C � px� µqpx� µqT (3.34)

i.e. must solve the eigenvalue problem,

Cp � λp (3.35)

and sort the eigenvectors in order of decreasing eigenvalues. These are the principal

components. The eigenvector of each principal component is the variance of the

dictionary projected onto that principal component. The larger the eigenvalue, the

more variance the projection onto the corresponding PC has, and thus the more

information about the dictionary that PC measures.

The diagonalized covariance matrix will (of course) have zero off-diagonal (co-

variance) components, i.e. there is no correlation in the data between principal

component directions. The PC vectors themselves are simply measurement modes

that the scene can be projected onto. For example, illuminating a scene with a

mode corresponding to one of the PCs and measuring the total light reflected from

the scene corresponds to projecting the scene onto this PC. The PC modes can be

thought of as capturing the most important/defining orthogonal properties of the

dictionary elements, and so measuring scenes that are similar to the dictionary with

the PCs will yield the most important features possible per measurement. As an

example of PCA mode design, Fig. 3.7 shows the first 30 principal components, rep-

resented as images, of a dictionary of the letters ’D’,’U’,’K’, and ’E’. If these 30

principal components are used as measurement modes, 400 pixel images of this type

of letter can be successfully reconstructed directly from the 30 measurements, with

no prior information. This is because for a known type of scene, described by a prior

known dictionary of examples, PCA provides the ideal measurement modes. This
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Figure 3.7: (a) Six elements from an 11,000 element dictionary of the letters
’D’,’U’,’K’, and ’E’. The dictionary contains 20x20 pixel binary-color [0,1] images
of these letters in 8 fonts with random rotations over �45o and random shifts of up
to 10% the letter size. (b) The first 30 principal components of this dictionary. The
PCs contain values from -1 to 1; gray is zero. The numbers in the corners of each
PCa image are the normalized eigenvalues of the PCs. (c) A ’K’ and an ’E’, not in
the original dictionary, projected onto the largest 30 principal components.

technique is of measurement mode design has been experimentally demonstrated

using structured illumination [38, 104].

3.2.2 Linear discriminant mode design

If we have yet more prior information about our dictionary and know the classes of the

scenes present in the dictionary, how can we best distinguish the classes? Projecting

onto the PCs offers no guarantee that we can distinguish the classes, unless the classes

happen to be separated along the same axes as the variance of the over all dictionary.

Projecting onto the mean-difference vector maximizes the separation of the projected

means, but isn’t necessarily any better at class segregation. Both the means of the

class distributions and the variance of the distributions need to be taken into account.

The solution: Maximize the projected mean separation while minimizing the variance

of the projected classes. This yields Fishers linear discriminant [105],

Jplq � lTCBl

lTCW l
(3.36)
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CW �
¸

@Classes

¸
xPClassi

x� µi
x� µi

T

(3.37)

CB is the between-class covariance matrix, i.e. the covariance of the means of the

classes, and CW is the within-class summed covariance matrix, i.e. the sum of the

covariance of the elements in each class. Or for two classes,

Jplq � |µ11 � µ12|2
v2

1 � v122
(3.38)

Maximizing Jplq corresponds to finding the vector l that groups each class as tightly

as possible while simultaneously separating the means of the classes as much as

possible, when the dictionary is projected onto l. The vector that maximizes Fishers

linear discriminant is found by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem,

C�1
W CBl � λl (3.39)

The eigenvectors of this equation are known as the linear discriminants of the classes

that are present in the data. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) tries to estimate

the vectors that most distinguish the classes in the data. The amount of each linear

discriminate mode present in a scene, relative to the amount of each of the other

modes, gives the likelihood that the class discriminated by that linear discriminate

is present in the scene. One challenge for LDA is that for a task with very high

dimensional data such as images, the traditional LDA algorithm encounters several

difficulties. Consider face recognition for example. A low-definition face image of

size 64 by 64 implies a SBP of 64x64 = 4096 dimensions, and therefore scatter

matrices of size 4096x4096 = 16M. First, it is computationally challenging to handle

big matrices (such as computing eigenvalues). Second, those matrices are almost

always singular, as the number of training images needs to be at least 16M for them

to be non-degenerate. A solution to this is to first reduce the dimensionality of the
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Figure 3.8: Here we know the class of our dictionary elements (represented as
orange for class 1 and green for class 2). (Center) Projecting the dictionary elements
onto the principal components results is some mixing. (Right) Projecting onto the
linear discriminant, l1, separates the means of the projected data as much as possible
and does a much better job dividing the projected dictionary elements into classes.

data set with PCA by projecting the dictionary onto the principal components, then

perform decision with LDA[106].

To demonstrate the possibility of using metamaterial apertures to perform de-

signer mode generation, we have considered a metamaterial hologram system that

generates precise modes for object detection. The modes can be calculated from

dictionary-analysis approaches, such as PCA or LDA, shown in Fig. 3.7. We have

simulated a ’D’,’U’,’K’,’E’ letter detector. This four-measurement system that de-

tect the likelihood that each of the letters ’D’,’U’,’K’, and ’E’ are present in a scene.

This is similar to feature-specific imaging[104], except that the number of features

sampled are be very small, only enough to identify whether an object is present in

the scene or not. Previous work on feature-specific imaging hardware implementa-

tions has been limited to traditional lens-based imaging systems with projector-based

illumination[38, 39], or digital micromirrors (DMDs)[32, 33], to sample the specific

feature detection modes.

Here we have designed a single metamaterial hologram that generates the desired

measurement modes directly, without the need for lenses or other hardware. All the
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Figure 3.9: (a) The D,U,K,E linear discriminant modes. (b) The complex hologram
that generates these modes when illuminated from four different directions.

processing occurs in the metamaterial, with the likelihood that each of the letters is

present being directly related to the four measurements made by the system. The

metamaterial hologram was designed such that when it is is illuminated with a horn

from one of four different directions, it produces one of the four linear discriminant

modes that detect one of the letters. The detection modes were determined by using

PCA to reduce the dimensionality of the same 11,000 element dictionary of the four

letters used above, and then applying LDA to determine the four discriminant modes.

The hologram itself was designed by inverting the mode formation equation with

four sources and four modes. If a hologram, hprpq consisting of P controllable pixels

produces a radiation pattern, skprnq, when it is illuminated by a source located at

rk, then the radiation pattern produced by the hologram when illuminated by the

kth source is,
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skprnq �
P̧

p

gprn � rpqhprpqgprp � rkq (3.40)

where gprq is the Green’s function for free-space propagation. This can be written

in matrix form simply as,

s � Gh (3.41)

where the entries of the matrix G are the Green’s functions for each source con-

catenated together along the rows as gnk,p � gprn � rpqgprp � rkq, s is a column

vector containing each of the radiation patterns concatenated together, and h is a

column vector with entries indicating the amplitude and phase that the hologram

must have at each pixel to produce the desired mode. Inverting Eqn. 3.41 gives

the hologram. The specific hologram that generates the LDA modes these modes is

shown in Fig. 3.9. It was 0.5m x 0.5m and 0.8m from the sources which were located

at the four corners of the hologram. Calculating the radiation patterns generated

by this hologram shows perfect agreement with the desired LDA modes. Simulation

of detection, made by projecting a new letter, not in the dictionary, onto the four

modes generated by this hologram shows 90% accuracy in detection.

3.3 Metamaterial imaging forward model

As described above in section 3.1, the imaging process can be expressed mathemat-

ically by the relation g � Hf � n, where g is a collection of measurements, H is the

measurement matrix (a row-wise array of all measurement modes), and f is the sam-

pled scene. The problem of image estimation becomes one of solving this equation

for f . The first step in building an imaging system then is the determination of the

measurement matrix H. This is accomplished by creating a forward model of the

imaging system that contains all the physics of the imaging process. The forward
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model can then be used to determine the entries of H. For the metamaterial imaging

systems discussed below, the imaging systems will deal with metamaterial apertures

emitting and receiving coherent light, so we need to develop a forward model that

describes this process.

Consider a system in which one aperture coherently illuminates a scene and a

second aperture coherently receives light scattered by the scene. Each aperture is

coupled to a single source/detector. Let Stxprtxq be the transfer function from the

source to point rtx on the illuminating aperture Atx. Then for source electric field

magnitude, Es, the electric field across the transmitting aperture is given by,

Etxprtxq � StxprtxqEs (3.42)

The field at scene-point rn generated by the transmitting aperture is then given by

the convolution,

Esceneprnq �
»
Atx

StxprtxqGprn � rtxqEsdrtx (3.43)

where Gprq is the Greens function of free-space wave propagation, which according

to the Kirchhoff-Fresnel diffraction formula[107] is Gprq � � e�ik0|r|

4π|r|

�
ik cospθq � B

Bz

�
.

We note that dividing out the source electric field magnitude, the above integral

gives the unitless radiation pattern Rprnq of the transmitting antenna,

Rtxprnq �
»
Atx

StxrtxGprn � rtxdrtx (3.44)

Now let Srxprrxq be the transfer function from the detector to point r on the receiving

aperture Arx. For an incident electric field Erxprrxq across the receiving antenna

aperture, the electric field magnitude at the detector is,

Ed �
»
Arx

ErxprrxqSrxprrxqdrrx (3.45)
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We define a scene as a spatially varying scattering density fprnq, such that when an

electric field is incident on a point in the scene, the scattered field magnitude at the

point in the scene is,

Escatteredprq � fprqEsceneprq (3.46)

In defining the scene this way, we are making the first Born approximation of the

scene scattering and hence ignore multipath scattering.

The field scattered back to point ra1 on the receiving aperture from point all

points in the scene is,

Eprrxq �
»
scene

fprnq
»
Atx

StxprtxqGprn � rtxqEsdrtxGprrx � rnqdrn (3.47)

Then the field magnitude at the detector, normalized to the source electric field,

from the all the radiators on the receiving aperture is,

Ed
Es

�
»
Arx

�»
scene

fprnq
»
Atx

StxprtxqGprn � rtxqEsdrtxGprrx � rnqdrn


Srxprrxqdrrx

(3.48)

Carefully reordering the integrations gives,

Ed
Es

�
»
scene

»
Atx

StxprtxqGprn � rtxqEsdrtx
»
Arx

SrxprrxqGprrx � rnsqdrrxfprnqdrn

(3.49)

Because spatial information in the scene smaller than the diffraction limit does

not propagate from the scene to the receive aperture, we may consider only a discrete

set of N diffraction limited points in the scene. When we discretize the scene, the

scattering density from the scene patch at point rn becomes F prn, rrx, rtxqfprnq,
where F prn, rrx, rtxq is the bistatic scattering pattern of the scattering to observation
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point rrx when the patch is illuminated from point rtx. We now have,

Ed
Es

�
Ņ

s�1

»
Atx

StxprtxqGprn�rtxqEsdrtx
»
Arx

SrxprrxqGprrx�rnqdrrxF prn, rrx, rtxqfprnq

(3.50)

We can write this summation over the N diffraction limited points in the scene

in matrix form as,

Ed
Es

� rh1h2 . . . hn . . . hN s

�
��������

f1

f2
...
fn
...
fN

�
��������

(3.51)

where,

hn �
»
Atx

StxprtxqGprn�rtxqEsdrtx
»
Arx

SrxprrxqGprrx�rnqdrrxF prn, rrx, rtxq (3.52)

and,

fs � fprnq (3.53)

If F prn, rrx, rtxq is a constant (as it would be if the scene were composed of

isotropic point scatters) or independent of rtx and rrx (as it would be if the scene

is in the far-field of the apertures), then hs can be further simplified. Dropping the

F prn, rrx, rtxq term, the integrals over the transmitting and receiving apertures are

just the unitless radiation patterns of the two apertures. So,

hn � RtxprnqRrxprnq (3.54)

If the scene is illuminated with M different transmit/receive aperture combinations,

giving M electric field amplitudes measured at the detector, then the vector of all
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measurements may be expressed as,

�
���

f1

f2

. . .
fN

�
��� 1

Es
�

�
����
h11 h12 . . . h1N

h21 h22
...

. . .

hM1 hMN

�
����
�
����

f1

f2
...
fN

�
���� (3.55)

where,

hmn � Rtx
mprnqRrx

m prnq (3.56)

and Rtx
mn is the radiation pattern at the nth scene point from the mth transmit

aperture field distribution, and Rrx
mn is the radiation pattern at the nth scene point

from the mth receive aperture field distribution. The transmitting and receiving

apertures may simultaneously have the same field pattern and may even be the same

aperture.

The scene-patch scattering pattern, F prn, rrx, rtxq is an example of the compli-

cated - and in this case non-linear - relationship between the scene-object and the

scene-signal discussed in the Introduction. The scattered light may have a great deal

of gain for large voxels and the direction of this gain is dependent on the structure of

the surfaces inside the voxel making it non-linear. For relatively smooth surfaces this

results in the signal being reflected mainly in the specular direction. In RF imaging

systems this often manifests as a difficulty seeing the sides of objects.

3.4 Fourier optics overview

Having determined that the radiation modes of an aperture are directly related to the

measurement matrix, it remains to determine what radiation modes are generated

from an aperture. To do this we need to understand how the field at the aperture

of an imaging system is related to the field everywhere else in space. An usefull and

insightful way to relate these fields is with the plane-wave-spectrum formulation of

wave diffraction. In the following discussion we consider a 1D aperture perpendicular
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to the z-axis, parallel to the x-axis, and infinite in the y-direction, with some y-

polarized field, Ea, across the aperture. Because of the geometry of the aperture

and the polarization of the field we may treat Ea as a scalar field. The information

presented in this section is largely credited to J. Goodmans book ”Introduction to

Fourier Optics”[107] and E. Hechts book ”Optics”[108].

We may decompose the aperture field into the all the possible sinusoidial functions

that, when integrated over the aperture plane, would give that field. This is a Fourier

decomposition of the aperture field. Each of these components has the form,

Apkxqe�ikxx (3.57)

where,

Apkxq �
»
Eapxqeikxxdx � FT tEapxqu (3.58)

where FT t�u is the Fourier transform. Thus the entire aperture field is given by the

integral,

Eapxq �
»
Apkxqe�ikxxdkx (3.59)

which is evaluated over �8   kx   8. We can think of each of these fields as being

caused by the intersection with the z � 0 plane of a plane wave (or, perhaps more

accurately, as producing this plane wave),

Apkxqe�ipkxx�kzzq � Apkxqe�ipkxx�
?
k20�k

2
xzq (3.60)

The field on the aperture is given by the superposition of all the plane waves at

z=0. The field at a distance z from the aperture is then given by,

Epx, zq �
»
Apkxqe�ikrdkx

�
»
Apkxqe�ipkxx�

?
k20�k

2
xzqdkx

� FT�1
!
FT tEapxqu e�i

?
k20�k

2
xz
)

(3.61)
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Each of these plane waves will propagate away from the aperture-plane parallel

to the vector pkx, kzq, or in other words, along the angle from the z-axis (optical

axis),

θ � sin�1

�
kx
k0



(3.62)

and has a magnitude proportional to Apkxq, the Fourier coefficient of the kx spatial-

frequency of the aperture field. This angle sin�1pkx{k0q is just the direction along

which the infinite plane wave with this kx will travel, so naively it would seem

that this infinite plane wave actually contributes to every angle in the far-field.

However this is not the case; the plane wave traveling along direction sin�1pkx{k0q
only contributes to the far-field along this direction. The only plane wave that

contributes field to the points along the direction θ in the far-field is the plane wave

with the kx that satisfies θ � sin�1pkx{k0q. The reason is because, in the far-field,

all the other contributions from other plane-waves cancel out.

At first, this seems to directly contradict the previous statement that the far-field

in a particular direction depends only on the amplitude of the plane-wave propagating

in that direction, but what happens when we evaluate this integral?

A property of integrating over many periodic functions is that if their phases

are approximately the same they add up, but if their phases vary rapidly with the

integration variable they cancel out. This allows us to make a stationary-phase

approximation. This approximation says that where the phase of an integrand varies

rapidly with the integration variable, we can set the integral over that region to zero.

Consider the integral,

I �
»
Apkqeiφpkqdk (3.63)

If we know that the phase of the integrand varies rapidly everywhere except about

special points of stationary phase we may only have to evaluate the integral about
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these points. Call a point ks where dφ{dkpksq � 0 a point of stationary phase. The

integration around this point will have the most contribution to the integral. Take

the first three terms of a Taylor expansion of φpkq about this stationary point,

φpkqφpksq� dφ

dk
pksqpk�ksq�1{2d

2φ

dk2
pksqpk�ksq2φpksq�1{2d

2φ

dk2
pksqpk�ksq2 (3.64)

and plug this into the integral for I,

I �
»
Apkqeipφpksq�1{2 d

2φ

dk2
pksqpk�ksq2qdk � Apksqeiφpksq

»
ei1{2

d2φ

dk2
pksqpk�ksq2dk (3.65)

We can take Apkq outside the integral here because we assume that Apkq � Apksq
in the vicinity of the stationary phase point. Again, the idea here is that we only

need to evaluate the integral over a small region about the stationary phase point

since outside this region we know that the rapidly varying phase of the integrand

will cause the integration to cancel out. Since we are integrating over a small region,

we can integrate over an approximation of the integrand given by the first few terms

of a Taylor series expansion. Evaluating the remaining integral for I gives,

I �
d

2π

id
2φ
dk2
pksqq

Apksqeiφpksq (3.66)

So back to the plane wave integration for the field at position pr, θq from the

aperture,

Epr, θq �
»
Apkxqeipkxx�

?
k20�k

2
xzqdkx (3.67)

where x � rsinpθq and y � rcospθq. Can we make a stationary phase approxima-

tion for this integral? The phase of our integrand is, φ � kxx �
a
k2

0 � k2
xz We can

make a stationary phase approximation if the derivative w.r.t. kx is large everywhere

except about a certain point(s). The derivative is,

dφ

dkx
� x� kxza

k2
0 � k2

x

� rsinpθq � rcospθq kxa
k2

0 � k2
x

(3.68)
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We see in the limit that r is very large (i.e. in the far-field),

lim
rÑ8

dφ

dkx
�
"

0 whensinpθq � kx{k0

8 otherwise
(3.69)

We see that we do in fact have a strongly isolated stationary point at exactly

spatial-frequency corresponding to the plane wave propagating along the direction

toward the point at which we are evaluating our field. If we evaluate the plane-wave

integral with the stationary phase approximation about this point we get,

Efarpr, θq �
c
i2πk0

r
e�irk0cospθqApksq (3.70)

where ks is given by ks � k0sinpθq. A similar derivation gives the field in two

dimensions from a two-dimensional aperture as,

Efarpr, θ, φq � i2πk0

r
e�irk0cospθqApkxs, kysq (3.71)

where kxs � k0sinpθqcospφq ,and kys � k0sinpθqsinpφq . Here θ is still the angle

from the z-axis (optical axis) and φ is the angle from the x-axis measured in the x-y

plane (plane of the aperture).

Expressions 3.70 and 3.71 relate the one- and two-dimensional far-fields due to a

field distribution across a planar-aperture to the Fourier transform coefficients of the

aperture field. While the Fourier, or plane-wave, basis representation of the aperture

field allows us to represent the fields at any point, in the near- or far-field regions, as

a superposition of plane-waves, we find that in the far-field, we need only consider

a single Fourier component per direction. This yields interesting consequences, for

instance if we consider a lens placed in the far-field from some scene that we wish to

image, only the spatial-frequency components of the scene that correspond to propa-

gation directions captured by the lens are recorded. Since finer resolution information

about the scene corresponds to plane waves with larger transverse wavenumbers, and
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these plane-waves propagate at larger angles from the optical-axis, a lens acts as a

low-pass filter where the spatial-bandwidth (i.e. resolution) passed is proportional

to the diameter of the lens.

Additionally, because plane-waves with k2
x � k2

y ¡ k0 � ω{c are evanescent, free-

space itself can be thought of as a low-pass filter[90]. At any given frequency there is

a maximum propagating wavenumber. Any scene information, such as sharp edges,

that has spatial-frequencies greater than k0 will not be transmitted in the far-field.

The plane waves corresponding to increasing spatial-frequencies of the aperture field

will propagate with increasing angle from the optical axis until, for spatial-frequencies

equal to k0, the plane waves propagate at 90o from the optical axis beyond which

the waves become evanescent.

This angular spectrum interpretation of aperture radiation yields a simple un-

derstanding of the three propagation regions often referred to by antenna engineers.

The reactive-near-field is the region close to the aperture, usually defined as within

one λ, within which there may be substantial evanescent waves. Anything within

this region can couple through the evanescent fields to capacitively or inductively

load the antenna and must be considered as part of the antenna itself. The far-

field is then the region where the stationary-phase approximation is valid, usually

defined as beyond 2A2{λ where A is the maximum dimension of the antenna, and

the field at any point may be described as an a single plane-wave that propagates

in the direction from the antenna to that point and which varies with range only as

e�irk0{r. The region in between the reactive-near-field and the far-field is termed the

radiative-nearfield. In this region there are no evanescent waves, but the field at any

point must be described as the superposition of an infinite number of plane waves

propagating to that point from all directions in the half-space behind the antenna.
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3.5 Conclusions

One important point to make explicit here is that the space in which the scene exists

and the space in which the measurements exist do not have to be the same, and

a general imaging system transforms a signal between these spaces. In fact, the

dimension of the scene space and the measurement space do not even need to be

the same. A traditional lens-based imaging system with a focal-place detector array

makes measurement of the spatial scene with spatially indexed detectors — both

the scene and the measurements exist in physical space and are of the same dimen-

sion. In comparison, a coded-aperture imaging system with a single-detector makes

measurements that are indexed by mask number, and so exist in a more abstract

mask-number-space, and the dimension of the measurement space can be much less

than the dimension of the scene. In Chapter 6 we will discuss a unique metama-

terial imaging system that makes measurements that are indexed by frequency and

so exist in temporal frequency-space. Computational imaging provides the mathe-

matical framework needed to invert this transformation and recover an image of the

scene, while compressed sensing allows the dimension of the measurement space to

be smaller than the scene space.

The metamaterial imaging forward model describes the physics of a coherent

imaging system in which an arbitrary aperture transforms between radiated mea-

surement modes and some measurement space. This is the essential link that places

the physics of a coherent aperture in the framework of computational imaging and

allows a metamaterial aperture to be used for imaging. As such, the images produced

by such a computational imaging system are limited by the accuracy of the forward

model. For this reason it is important in the future to address some of the non-

linearities of this forward model that have been ignored, in particular the secularity

of the reflection from scene-patches.
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4

Complementary Metamaterials and Metamaterial
Antennas

A metamaterial is an artificial composite material that is designed to respond to

light in engineered ways. Metamaterials are composed of individual subwavelength

elements that are distributed throughout the bulk of the material[60, 86]. Each

of these elements has a controllable polarizability that may be designed to couple

to either the electric field or magnetic field of a propagating light wave. At light

frequencies below the near-IR, these elements are often created by patterning metal

to make simple RLC circuits. If these elements are repeated periodically and are

substantially smaller than a wavelength, then they may be homogenized such that

the details of the individual elements are disregarded in favor of equivalent complex

bulk material parameters. Hence, the composite material with all of its engineered

structure may be thought of as a rather simpler homogeneous material.

Depending on the design of metamaterial unit cell, the way that it responds to

light may be carefully controlled. By controlling the symmetries of the metama-

terial elements, the field component, E or H, of light that they couple to may be

controlled. They may be designed to be isotropic or anisotropic. By tuning the
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Figure 4.1: The basic types of metamaterials and the fields to which they couple.
(Top Row) the resonant split-ring-resonator (SRR), the resonant electric-inductive-
capacitive resonator (ELC), the non-resonant dipole. (Bottom Row) the resonant
complementary-SRR (cSRR), the resonant complementary-ELC (cELC), and the
non-resonant complementary-dipole. Orange represents a conductive metal sheet
and white represents air or another dielectric.

capacitance and inductance of the elements, electric and magnetic resonances can be

achieved. While few non-conducting natural materials couple to the magnetic field,

metamaterials that couple to magnetic fields can be readily created providing a suite

of unprecedented material properties. The ability to simultaneously control both the

magnetic and electric responses of a material allows for variable-index, impedance

matched materials and even negative index materials to be created. The geometry

of the elements may be varied spatially to create gradient index devices, including

transformation-optical devices such as cloaks[25, 10, 11]. This has immediate ap-

plications to imaging as gradient index lenses, such as Luneburg lenses, parabolic

GRIN lenses, and Rotman lenses[19, 66, 45, 67, 74, 21] have the ability to surpass

the performance of simple refractive lenses. Furthermore, metamaterial holograms

are capable of forming complex, user-defined radiation patterns by varying the index

of refraction across a thin metamaterial slab[109].
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Figure 4.2: Unit cell of a C-ELC in a microstrip transmission line which exhibits a
magnetic response for waves along the microstrip. (b)/(c) brown/white is dielectric
and grey is metal. (a) shows the linear-scale far field radiation pattern for a single
C-ELC excited by the microstrip mode.

4.1 Complementary metamaterials

Another class of metamaterials are so-called complementary metamaterials (CMs).

CMs are created by transposing the placement of metal and dielectric in a normal

metamaterial structure, as such, a complementary metamaterial is often referred to

by prefixing a c in front of the abbreviation for it ordinary counterpart (Fig. 4.1). By

Babinets principle, which relates the field diffracted from a thin solid metallic object

to a hole in a metallic sheet of the same size, these complementary structures are

expected to have the dual response of the normal metamaterial[84]. So a complemen-

tary electric dipole behaves as a magnetic dipole with the same frequency response

and vice-versa. A complementary dipole etched into a conducting sheet may be con-

sidered as two dipoles on either side of the sheet which are 180o out of phase with

each other. This makes complementary metamaterials inherently two-dimensional.

Instead of constructing bulk arrays of CM sheets, CMs are usually etched into one

of the conductors of a transmission line. Then the dipole polarization on the inside

of the transmission line interacts with the guided wave, and the transmission line

behaves as if filled with a material of the same properties as the CM element[110].
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Figure 4.3: The resonator coupling efficiency (Power radiated / Power incident)
of resonators with different geometries (colored curves) as a function of frequency.
For any one resonator geometry, the percent bandwidth of the radiation efficiency
is about 10 percent, comparable to the resonance bandwidth of the structure. This
dispersion allows the radiation efficiency at any single frequency to be tuned contin-
uously from on to off by varying the resonator geometry.

Meanwhile the dipole polarization on the outside of the transmission line interacts

with free-space and may in fact radiate. This results in coupling between the guided

wave in the transmission line and free-space radiation via the CM element.

The procedure for determining the effective medium properties of a complemen-

tary metamaterial through the use of S-parameter retrieval is similar to that used to

retrieve the constitutive parameters for volumetric metamaterials, though the pecu-

liarities of the gaps within the complementary elements introduce some complications

[111]. Were the waveguide closed to free space, a specification of simple boundary

conditions around the waveguide region would suffice to define the computational

domain. However, because the waveguide is essentially open to free space through

the gaps associated with the complementary elements, energy can leak out or radiate

into the free space region. The radiation may be desirable or undesirable depending

on the application, but in either case, it must be accounted for properly in order to

obtain accurate retrievals.
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Figure 4.4: Diagram of the boundary conditions used to retrieve the effective
constitutive parameters of a complementary metamaterial.

A typical S-parameters configuration needed to retrieve the constitutive param-

eters for a complementary metamaterial is shown in Fig. 4.4. Ports are introduced

on either side of the waveguide such that a given port occupies the region from the

lower to the upper conductor. To simplify the discussion, all of the complementary

structures considered here are planar waveguide, with the mode introduced being

the fundamental TEM mode polarized such that the electric field is perpendicular

to the metal plates while the magnetic field is parallel to the plates and perpen-

dicular to the direction of propagation. To account for the potential of radiation

from the complementary element, the computational domain is extended beyond the

top of the element, and perfectly matched layers (PMLs) are defined on the three

walls transverse to the propagation direction. Perfect magnetic conducting bound-

ary conditions (PMCs) are specified on the planes perpendicular to the direction of

propagation within the waveguide region between the conductors.

As is usually the case in S-parameter retrievals, the boundary conditions effec-

tively model a structure of infinite extent transverse to the direction of propagation,

and of finite extent (one element thick) in the direction of propagation. The TEM
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Figure 4.5: Diagrams of the complementary metamaterials used to retrieve the ef-
fective constitutive parameters in Figs. 4.6. All dimensions in millimeters. In all cases
the substrate thickness was 1.59 mm, the metal thickness was 17 microns and the
substrate was vacuum. a) shows the complementary cut wire and the complementary
plasmonic wire. b) shows the dielectric loaded structure. c) shows the complemen-
tary ELC and d) shows the complementary SRR. The negative index unit cell was
a combination of the metamaterials in c) and d).Diagrams of the complementary
metamaterials used to retrieve the effective constitutive parameters in Figs. 5 and 6.
All dimensions in millimeters. In all cases the substrate thickness was 1.59 mm, the
metal thickness was 17 microns and the substrate was vacuum. a) shows the com-
plementary cut wire and the complementary plasmonic wire. b) shows the dielectric
loaded structure. c) shows the complementary ELC and d) shows the complementary
SRR. The negative index unit cell was a combination of the metamaterials in c) and
d).

nature of the parallel plate waveguide enables this simplified description. Because

the modes of a microstrip line (as shown in Fig. 4.2, top) are nearly TEM like, it

is possible to perform retrievals in a similar manner as described here, except that

enough space must be introduced such that the microstrip mode is not perturbed by

the boundary conditions.

The retrieved parameters from a selection of complementary elements (dimensions

in Fig. 4.5) are shown in Fig. 4.6. The constitutive parameters for a finite length wire

(c-cut-wire) are shown in Fig. 4.6, for the two orthogonal directions of propagation.
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Figure 4.6: A selection of nonresonant (Left) and resonant (Right) complementary
metamaterials and their retrieved constitutive parameters.

As described above, the c-cut-wire provides a magnetic response that, below its

resonance frequency, can be nearly dispersionless. For the orientation in which the

magnetic field is along the wire, the permeability has a moderate positive value

that only mildly disperses with frequency. The positive magnetic response can be

increased considerably by decreasing the thickness of the complementary wire, which

increases the series capacitance. When the wave is oriented such that the propagation

direction is perpendicular to the wire, there is virtually no response and the section

of waveguide behaves as if filled with free space.

One feature of CM implemented in transmission lines is radiative loss on the out-

side of the transmission line structure, as shown in Fig. 4.2. The CM elements radiate

on both sides of the ground plane and the energy radiated outside the transmission

line is lost. This effect can be utilized to create sub-wavelength radiators which can
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Figure 4.7: Simulation results for the radiation loss versus slot length of a cDipole.
In the limit of an infinitely thick cDipole the imaginary component of the index of
refraction goes to zero while the real part of the permeability approaches a non-zero
value.

be excited by the transmission line signal[112]. By controlling the type of radiator

(electric or magnetic) and its resonance frequency, the radiation mode of a single

CM element and the frequency dispersion of that mode can be controlled (Fig. 4.3).

A complementary ELC with Lorentzian polarizability α excited by a waveguide field

Hwg has dipole moment,

m � αHwg � 1

ω2
0 � ω2 � iωγ

Hwg (4.1)

where ω2
0 is the geometry-dependent resonance frequency of the cELC, and γ is the

resonance damping rate. A dipole, when isolated, will radiate power,

Prad9ω4|m|2 (4.2)

so the power radiated by a complementary metamaterial will be maximum at its

resonance frequency, will vary with frequency as Lorentzian function magnitude-

squared, and will be proportional to the power of the driving guided wave. This is

exactly what is seen in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.8: Simulation results for the resonance frequency versus slot aspect ratio
for a resonant complementary ELC. The resonance frequency asymptotically blue-
shifts with increasing slot length.

This would seem to indicate that complementary metamaterials should be very

lossy due to radiation leakage and so would not be useful as effective materials. But

we have already seen in Section 2.6 that complementary metamaterials can be used

to provide an effective material loading without detrimental losses. To understand

this apparent discrepancy, we need to understand how collections of complementary

elements radiate. This will be discussed in Section 4.2.

The slots of the complementary metamaterials can be considered as waveguides

that couple the guided modes of the transmission line to the free space modes above

the transmission line. Depending on the modes supported by the slot, extending the

length of the slot can decrease radiation losses. For example, in the simplest case of

the complementary dipole the slot is just a rectangular waveguide with dimensions

that put it well below the cutoff of the fundamental mode. All the modes supported

in the slot are evanescent, thus increasing the length of the slot, or equivalently the

thickness of the conductor through which the C-dipole is etched, decreases the field
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Figure 4.9: Dependence of resonance quality-factor on slot length. Increasing slot
length reduces radiation loss and increases Q.

amplitude at the open side of the C-dipole slot and the coupling to the radiation

modes is reduced. In the limit of an infinitely thick C-dipole the imaginary compo-

nent of the index of refraction goes to zero while the real part of the permeability

approaches a non-zero value (See Fig. 4.7).

For resonant structures, increasing the length of the slot also leads to a reduction

in the radiation loss. This in turn leads to an asymptotic blue shift of the resonance

frequency (Fig. 4.8) and an increase in the quality factor of the resonance (Fig. 4.9).

The resonance shift and quality factor can both be explained by considering the

equivalent circuit of the c-ELC a radiation resistance in series with an inductance

both in parallel with a capacitance. The resonance frequency, defined as the fre-

quency at which the impedance is purely real, of this RLC circuit is determined

by,

Z � 1

R � jωL
� jωC � R

R2 � pωLq2 � j

�
ωL

R2 � pωLq2 � ωC



(4.3)
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ImtZu � 0 � �ω0

�
L

R2 � pω0Lq2 � C



(4.4)

L

C
� R2 � pω0Lq2 (4.5)

ω2
0 �

1

LC
�
�
R

L


2

(4.6)

and the Q-factor of the resonance is,

Q � 1

R

c
L

C
(4.7)

The radiation resistance is relatively small compared to the inductance and ca-

pacitance and the blue shift in the resonance is not fully explained by the reduction

in radiation resistance. The majority of the resonance shift is in fact due to the

change in inductance and capacitance of the structure as the geometry changes. To

a first order approximation, the radiation resistance is proportional to the coupling

to the radiation modes which is in turn proportional to the field amplitude at the

free-space side of the slot, so R � R0e
�αl. The capacitance can be described by a

constant fringing field component, Cf , and a parallel plate component that is linearly

proportional to the slot length, l, so that C � Cf �C0l. The inductance is inversely

proportional to the slot length, L � L0{l. Thus the resonance frequency varies with

the slot length as,

ω2
0 �

1

L0{lpCf � C0lq �
�
R0e

�αl

L0{l

2

� 1
CfL0

l
� C0L0

�
�
R0l

L0


2

e�2αl (4.8)

As the slot length goes to infinity, the resonance frequency asymptotically blue

shifts to the limit 1{?L0C0 (Fig. 4.8). For the two structures discussed above,

the complementary slot divides the conducting sheet in such a way that it remains

electrically connected everywhere. For complementary structures which divide the
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Figure 4.10: Controlling the oscillator strength by changing transmission line thick-
ness. Changing the thickness of the dielectric layer separating the two conductors of
the waveguide effectively changes the loading of the patterned complementary meta-
material. When the loading gets high enough, the effective index of the metamaterial
becomes large. This results in the kinked Lorentzian indicative of spatial dispersion.

conducting sheet into multiple conductors there will be no cutoff to the fundamental

modes supported inside the slots, such as parallel plate modes in infinite plasmonic

wires or coaxial modes in some variations of the c-ELC. For these structures, the

radiation loss will not limit to zero in the case of infinitely long slots.

The thickness of the transmission line substrate affects the loading density of

the complementary metamaterials. The distance between the two conductors of the

transmission line patterned with one- and two-dimensional complementary meta-

materials is loosely analogous to the lattice constant of a bulk three-dimensional

metamaterial since the top and bottom conductors act like fun-house mirrors, in-

finitely mirroring the patterned complementary metamaterial. Decreasing the sub-

strate thickness decreases the effective lattice constant in that direction and increases

the effective loading of the transmission line. The resulting increase in the guided

mode index also increases spatial dispersion effects. By decreasing the thickness of

the transmission line substrate from suitably thick to suitably thin, the dispersion
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Figure 4.11: A K-band cELC design optimized for high quality factor and low
coupling efficiency between the incident waveguide signal and free-space radiation.
This was the cELC design used in the 2D frequency-diverse metaimager presented
in Chapter 6. Guy Lipworth in Dr. David Smith’s group made this design.

of the constitutive parameters of a complementary metamaterial can be continu-

ously varied from smooth Lorentzian to the kinked Lorentzian indicative of spatial

dispersion (Fig. 4.10).

For the frequency dispersive metamaterial imaging systems discussed in Chapter

6 we need to have maximum quality factor and minimal radiation. This is because

we want our radiation pattern to be as dispersive as possible, maximizing the number

of measurement modes for a given bandwidth. We want to minimize the radiation

because we need most of the energy incident on a resonator to pass it and excite the

following resonators so that we have high aperture efficiency. We did a study to find

the largest ratio of (quality factor)/(radiated energy) for each resonant frequency

possible, and fit our results to obtain design equations relating the cELC geometry

to desired resonance frequency. The resulting design is given in Fig. 4.11. This study

was done for a canonical cELC embedded in a 1D microstrip aperture. The width

of the cELC was constrained to be smaller than the microstrip (4.5mm) and the
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length along the propagation direction to be 2.2mm. When we transitioned to the

2D aperture we used the same design. In both the 1D and 2D apertures the cELCs

were separated by 0.566mm.

4.2 Metamaterial antenna radiation

The techniques described above for determining the radiation pattern of an antenna

using the plane-wave spectrum approach requires that the field at the aperture of the

antenna, or the plane-wave spectrum components themselves, be known. These fields

can be calculated through full-wave simulation for sufficiently small or simple anten-

nas. For very large antennas, such as we will consider for the imaging applications

discussed below, we would like to have an analytical or semi-analytical approach to

calculating the radiated modes.

A traveling-wave or leaky-wave antenna consists of a wave-guiding structure,

that does not intrinsically radiate, to which openings or discontinuities, that do

radiate, are introduced[113, 114, 115]. The most basic example of such a structure

is a rectangular waveguide with a slot running along its length. The slot allows

energy to leak from the guided mode of the waveguide into a free-space radiation

mode. An alternative design replaces the uniform slot with a series of periodic

openings. Besides a rectangular waveguide, any other type of guiding structure may

be used where the guided mode phase velocity may be either fast pβ   k0q or slow

pβ ¡ k0q. By controlling the geometry and/or period of the radiative elements a beam

that radiates in any direction (between broadside and end-fire only for uniform/fast

configurations) can be formed.

Inspired by the work of N. Kundtz of Kymeta Corporation we extend the concept

of a leaky-wave antenna by introducing Complementary Metamaterials (CMs) as

the radiative elements in a travelling-wave antenna. Using CMs allows the radiation

efficiency of each individual element to be independently controlled. By selecting the
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Figure 4.12: A cross-section view of a waveguide patterned with complementary
metamaterials. The transmission line mode is a slow-wave with wavenumber β ¡ k0.
If a modulation is introduced to the complementary metamaterials with spatial fre-
quency Λ (represented by the dashed line in the top conductor of the transmission
line), then the field just outside the transmission line waveguide has a transverse
wavenumber given by the beat frequency between the waveguide mode and the com-
plementary metamaterial modulation, kx � β � Λ. This field excites a free-space
plane-wave traveling with at angle θ � tan�1 pkx{kzq.

appropriate radiation efficiency of each element according to its position along the

guiding structure, it is possible to create arbitrary radiation patterns in a manner

similar to computer-generated holography (CGH).

To understand how complementary metamaterials can be used in leaky-wave

antennas, consider a one-dimensional slow-wave transmission line with wavenumber

β ¡ k0 that is patterned with complementary metamaterial radiators. We want to

understand what happens when a modulation with spatial frequency Λ is introduced

to the effective material properties, resonance frequency, or any other property of

the metamaterial distribution.

The transmission line guided mode is given by Ae�iβx. Then a homogeneous com-

plementary metamaterial distribution will leak a field Ae�iβx �B out of the transmis-

sion line. Introducing a sinusoidal modulation with spatial frequency Λ to the com-

plementary metamaterial distribution results in a leaked field Ae�iβx�pB�C cospΛxqq.
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This leakage field can be decomposed into three terms,

Eleak � AC{2e�ipβ�Λqx � AC{2e�ipβ�Λqx � AB{2e�iβx (4.9)

This is the field just outside the transmission line. This field will excite free-space

planewaves that are phase matched to this field. The wavenumbers perpendicular to

the transmission line of the excited planewaves are given by kz �
a
k2

0 � k2
x, where kx

is the wavenumber of each of the terms in Eqn. 4.9. kz is always imaginary for the last

two terms in Eqn. 4.9, thus only the component of the leaked field corresponding

the the first term can ever excite a propagating planewave. This planewave has

transverse wavenumber kx � β � Λ and travels at an angle θ � tan1 pkx{kzq from

normal, as shown in Fig. 4.12. When |β�Λ| ¡ k0, kz is imaginary, the structure does

not radiate into free-space. If the modulation in the complementary metamaterials

has a spectrum of spatial frequencies SpΛq, then the radiation from the transmission

line is composed of a spectrum of plane waves. The radiated field at any location is

given by the superposition of all the radiated planewaves,

Eprq �
»
SpΛqe�ir�pkxpΛqx̂�kzpΛqẑq (4.10)

Even homogeneous complementary metamaterials introduce some modulation to

the leaked field simply by virtue of the patterning of the elements themselves. How-

ever, the lattice constant of a metamaterial needs to be at least ten times smaller than

the guided-mode wavelength to be homogenizable. This means that the modulation

of the complementary metamaterials themselves should be at least Λmetamaterial ¥
10β to be a true homogenizable metamaterial. In this case, |β � Λmetamaterial| is

certainly greater than k0. This explains how complementary metamaterials can

used for transmission line loading without introducing radiative losses. The radi-

ated planewave direction versus Λ is given in Fig. 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Diagram describing the direction of the planewave radiated by a
complementary metamaterial leaky-wave antenna versus the spatial modulation fre-
quency of the metamaterial pattern. The dashed lines indicate where kz is imaginary
and the antenna will not radiate. To make a leaky-wave antenna capable of radiating
a planewave in any direction, it must be able to achieve direct back-fire (θ � �90o).
At back-fire, the modulation of the leaked field must have a large spatial frequency
of β � k0. If the effective index of the guided wave is n ¡ 1, this is k0p1 � nq. To
prevent aliasing, the modulation should be sampled at least twice per period. This
means that if discrete radiators are used, they must be have a period of at least
λ{p2p1� nqq. The small electrical size of metamaterial radiators makes them ideally
suited to providing this rapid modulation.

A complete description of the radiation of such leaky-wave structures should con-

sider several additional factors. For instance, the finite size of any antenna modifies

the spectrum of the spatial modulation of the surface. Specifically, abruptly trun-

cating the aperture introduces a sinc distribution to the spatial frequency spectrum.

The high-order lobes of the sinc function result in the side-lobes seen in the radiation

pattern of any finite aperture. Additionally, as energy is radiated along the length

of the transmission line, the guided mode looses energy. In the simplest case, this

energy loss is exponential and can be included in the model by modifying the guided

wave to include this exponential decay as Ae�iβxe�αx.

While the idea of varying the coupling efficiency of radiators along the length of a

traveling-wave antenna is not new, using CMs is, and this approach provides several
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advantages over other techniques[112]. Firstly, the substantially sub-wavelength size

of CM elements allows the radiation efficiency to be relatively smoothly controlled

over sub-wavelength length scales, which is essential for high-efficiency amplitude-

only holographic mode forming. Secondly, some CM structures can be electrically

tuned allowing for dynamic reconfiguration of the radiating mode. Thirdly, and of

particular utility to our current designs, the highly dispersive nature of resonant CM

structures causes the radiation mode to vary rapidly with frequency (frequency mode

dispersion).

Being non-uniform, this type of traveling-wave antenna does not suffer from

the limited scan range of uniform traveling-wave antennas. Being potentially non-

periodic, a meta-antenna can produce arbitrary radiation modes in addition to simple

beams. The strong frequency dispersion of the radiation coupling efficiency of reso-

nant CMs also allows for stronger mode dispersion with frequency (frequency scan-

ning in the nomenclature of travelling-wave antennas) than a traveling-wave antenna

with non-resonant radiating elements.

When the frequency dispersion of metamaterial resonators is considered, radiation

patterns vary with frequency, such as the random far-field pattern shown in Fig. 6.2,

may be designed.

An equivalent alternative description of the radiation of a complementary meta-

material antenna can be obtained by considering the Fourier transformation of the

model given above. This is an array factor calculation in which the field at any point

in space is obtained by adding the contributions of each individual metamaterial

radiator. We may describe the antenna as being composed of a sheet of metama-

terial radiators which are excited by some mode generated by the antenna’s source

(or detector, depending on whether we are considering the antenna as operating in

a transmit or receive modality. Due to the reciprocal nature of the forward model,

the operation modality is not important in this context). These radiators then each
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re-radiate the source mode with some new amplitude and phase. The radiated field

at frequency fm at position rn in front of such an aperture is given by,

Epfm, rnq �
P̧

p�1

Sprp, fmqAprp, fmqGprn � rp, fmq k

4π|rn � rp|e
�i2π fm

c
|rn�rp| (4.11)

where rp is the position of the pth radiator on the aperture, Sprp, fmq is the mode of

the antenna source, Aprp, fmq is the complex coupling efficiency of the metamaterial

radiator, and Gprn, fmq is the radiation pattern (gain) of the radiators.

For example, if the aperture consists of a thin slab of resonant metamaterial

electric dipoles illuminated by a horn then the source mode is,

Sprp, fmq � Ghornprp, fmqe�i2π
fm
c
|rp| (4.12)

where Ghorn is the horns gain pattern. The coupling efficiency is,

Aprp, fmq �
�
ω2

0prpq � ω2
m � iγprpqωm

��1
(4.13)

which is the polarizability of a dipole with resonance frequency ω0 and damping γ.

Finally, the radiation pattern of the dipoles is,

Gpr, fmq � i

c
µ

ε
sinpθqθ̂ (4.14)

The formation of these radiation modes scan be understood from a holographic

perspective, where Spr, fq is the reference mode, the metamaterial aperture described

by Aprp, fmq is the hologram which transforms the reference mode into the desired

’holographic image’, Epfm, rnq. In the terminology of holography, the excitation

signal is the reference wave and the array of metamaterial resonators is the holo-

gram. The metamaterial hologram adds some phase and amplitude distribution to

the reference wave such that the resulting radiated wave is the desired mode.
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The idea of holographic imaging system can be extended to include guided-wave

structures by replacing the free-space propagation between the metamaterial holo-

gram and the detector array with a waveguiding structure, as depicted in Fig. 1.1C.

This allows the device dimensions to be substantially reduced. In such a scheme, the

metamaterial elements would serve two functions, to add a spatially-varying phase

advance to the incident wave as well as to couple the incident radiation into (or

out of, depending on whether the device is being used as a receiver, transmitter or

transceiver) the waveguide. The waves would then be guided to one or more detectors

embedded in the waveguiding structure.

4.3 Conclusions

The complementary metamaterials presented here have interesting applications to

antenna design. Not only do they provide a method of controlling the radiation

traveling through a transmission line, acting as filters and effective material load-

ings, but they also can control how radiation leaks out of a transmission line. This

makes them interesting components for antennas with small form-factor and signal-

multiplexing capabilities. By designing complementary metamaterial radiators that

have different responses to different frequencies, polarizations, or other properties of

radiation, then an antenna that can multiplex signals on these different channels can

be formed.

The model presented here for the radiation of a metamaterial aperture gives

accurate results when the coupling efficiency of the aperture and the reference mode

are known. However, when the metamaterial radiators are very close together, they

may couple in ways that make determining their collective response difficult and

so determining the coupling efficiency of the aperture is also difficult. In addition,

if the reference mode is a guided mode, as is the case for an aperture composed

of complementary metamaterial radiators patterned on a transmission line, then
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the metamaterial elements will scatter the guided mode making it non-linear with

respect to the aperture configuration. Work by others to address these problems using

discrete-dipole-approximation methods is ongoing and the solution of this problem

is essential to create engineered radiation patterns.
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5

Experimental Tools

An alternative to semi-analytical approaches to determining the radiation modes of

an antenna is to measure the modes experimentally. Two approaches to experimental

antenna characterization are described below.

5.1 Far-field antenna characterization

As described in section 3.4, the far-field radiation pattern of an antenna varies with

range only with a e�ik0r{r dependence. The far-field is defined by the Fraunhofer

distance which is,

RFraunhofer � p2A2q{λ (5.1)

where A is the largest dimension of the aperture. The only mode of an antenna that

is present at a given direction in the far-field is a plane wave traveling in that direc-

tion. Thus, if two antennas are in each others far-fields, then the signal transmitted

between them is proportional only to the magnitude of the product of their plane-

wave spectrum components that travel in the direction between the two antennas.

The antennas radiation patterns in other directions besides the direction directly
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between the two does not affect the measured signal.

This means that the far-field radiation pattern, Efarpr, θ, φq, of an antenna under

test (AUT) can be measured by placing a receiving antenna in the far-field of the

antenna under test and measuring the signal between them for every orientation

pθ, φq of the antenna under test, while keeping the orientation of the receiving antenna

fixed. The signal measured for each orientation of the antenna under test will then be

proportional to Efarpr, θ, φq. Once the far-field of the antenna under test is known,

the plane-wave spectrum components can be obtained from Eqn. 3.71, and the fields

everywhere radiated by the antenna under test can be calculated.

Here it should be noted that the far-field radiation mode of an antenna is com-

monly represented in units of dBi, decibels with respect to the power per unit area

that an isotropic radiator radiating the same total power would radiate. This is

calculated as,

GdBipθ, φq � 10log10

�
U

Pradiated
4π

�
� 10log10

�
4π

E2
farpr0, θ, φq³π{2

0

³π
0
E2
farpr0, θ, φqsinpθqdθdφ

�

(5.2)

The coordinate system often used to present such radiation patterns is often the

elevation-over-azimuth coordinate system, which is an alternative to the more com-

mon polar spherical coordinate system. In this coordinate system, the azimuth angle

(Az) is measured away from the z-axis (optical axis of the antenna) in the xz-plane,

and the elevation angle (El) is measured normal to the xz-plane. This coordinate

system is convenient because it corresponds to the motion of most angular gimbal

positioning systems.

We have built such a system, shown in Fig. 5.1, for the purpose of characterizing

metamaterial imaging antennas. The receive horn for the far-field scan was a 20dBi

standard-gain WR-42 horn antenna located at 2.85 meters from the antenna under
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Figure 5.1: Far-field antenna characterization setup.

test. The antenna was mounted on a 2-axis elevation-over-azimuth gimbaled posi-

tioning stage. An Agilent E8364B vector network analyzer (VNA) was used to feed

the antenna under test and to measure the scattering-parameters at the receive horn

across all frequencies of interest for each antenna orientation. The stage and VNA

were controlled with Matlab.

5.2 Near-field antenna characterization

For large, heavy, or fragile antennas, characterizing the antenna by far-field charac-

terization may be impractical due to the need to rotate the antenna. An alternative

approach developed in the 1960s and gaining in popularity with the increasing com-

putational power available to researchers, is near-field characterization. In a near-

field characterization setup the antenna under test remains stationary while a field

probe is scanned across a planar, cylindrical, or spherical surface around the antenna.

The field probe measures two orthogonal polarizations of the near field tangential to

the measurement surface. These fields are then used to calculate the field radiated
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Figure 5.2: Near-field antenna characterization setup.

from the antenna using Fourier optics[116]. We have built such a system, shown in

Fig. 5.2, for the purpose of characterizing metamaterial imaging antennas.

These probe measurements must not be in the reactive near-field where evanescent

waves are present as this would allow for the probe to couple to the antenna through

the evanescent waves and modify its response. For most antennas, five wavelengths

is far enough for the evanescent waves to decay. Furthermore, the probe must have

low scattering back toward the antenna to prevent higher-order reflections between

the antenna and the probe from being measured.

In section 3.4 we showed that the scalar field radiated from a 1D aperture can be
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found from the field across the aperture as,

Epx, zq � 1{2πFT�1
!
FTEapxqe�i

?
k20�k

2
xz
)

(5.3)

This can be easily extended to vector fields radiated from a 2D aperture by taking

the 2D Fourier transforms of the aperture field. Because the Fourier transform is a

linear operation, each of the vector components can be handled independently so the

vector field radiated is,

Epx, y, zq � 1{p4π2q
8¼

�8

Apkx, kyqe�jpkxx�kyy�kzzqdkxdky (5.4)

Epx, y, zq � FT�1
 
Apkx, kyqe�jkzz

(
(5.5)

where Apkx, kyq � FT tEpx, y, 0qu � FT tExpx, y, 0qu x̂ � FT tEypx, y, 0qu ŷ �
FT tEzpx, y, 0qu ẑ. This expression can be efficiently evaluated using the Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT).

In a near-field scan only the two orthogonal field components tangential to the

measurement surface are measured. For a near-field scan made on the xy-plane with

the antenna directed long the z-axis, the measured tangential field is, Et � Exx̂�Eyŷ.

The unmeasured z-component of the aperture field can be found from the plane wave

condition that k � E � 0 in freespace. This yields,

Fzpkx, kyq � �kt � Ftpkx, kyq
kz

(5.6)

The accuracy of a near-field scan in predicting the radiation pattern of an antenna

is related to the proportion of radiated power that passes through the scan surface.

This means that a planar near-field scan is only suitable for high-directivity antennas

or for large area antennas. Cylindrical and spherical near-field scan geometries are

possible but are more difficult to implement mechanically. The antennas we have
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characterized with this system are large-area planar antennas and so are amenable

to a planar scan geometry. This power capturing requirement is often captured in

the rule-of-thumb that the far-field pattern calculated from a near-field scan may

be trusted only out to an angle from the center of the antenna that is equal to the

angle from bore-sight that is made between the edge of the antenna and the edge of

the scan region. This is especially important if determination of side-lobe levels and

null-depth are important. This means that the radiation pattern calculated from a

near-field scan that just covers the area of the antenna would be valid to an angle of

0o from bore-sight, i.e. only along a single ray. Fortunately the near-field scan can be

made very close to the antenna surface, so long as the probe is out of the reactive near-

field of the antenna, so a planar near-field scan that extends only a few wavelengths

beyond the edge of the antenna can validate a large field-of-view. The probe for

the near-field scan was an open-ended WR-42 waveguide (0.42”x0.17”) with a cutoff

frequency of the fundamental mode of 14.051GHz and a cutoff frequency of the

next higher order mode of 28.102GHz) with a 10o beveled opening to reduce energy

scattered back toward the antenna. The open-ended waveguide has a relatively low-

gain radiation pattern which is ideal for a near-field characterization system so that

all plane-wave components are sampled with high SNR. If the gain of the probe

used is not flat across the radiations angles of interest, it is necessary to correct the

amplitude of the measured plane-wave components to account for the non-uniform

gain of the probe. This probe-correction was not performed for the near-field scans

we have made. The probe was mounted on a 2-axis translation stage with a 0.7x0.7m

maximum scan area. An Agilent N5245A vector network analyzer (VNA) was used

to feed the antenna under test and to measure the scattering-parameters at the probe

across all frequencies of interest for each probe position. The stage and VNA were

controlled with Matlab.
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5.3 Conclusions

The quality of images produced by a computational imaging system is limited by the

accuracy of the forward model. For a microwave imaging system, this places a large

burden on the quality of the antenna characterization. For this reason the far-field

and near-field characterization systems presented here represent a quality-bottleneck

for the imaging systems presented in Chapter 6. Our tests of known antennas with

these systems show very good agreement.
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6

Frequency-Diverse Metamaterial Imager

At this point we have given an overview of computational imaging, developed the

forward model for coherent imaging from an arbitrary radiating aperture, and de-

scribed the experimental techniques to characterize the radiation pattern from such

an aperture. We now describe the design and testing of an actual metamaterial

imaging system.

Imaging systems for radio frequency and millimeter-wave electromagnetics have

generally been of two types: scanned single pixel systems, and multi-element phased-

arrays (or synthetic phased arrays). The measurement modes used by classical single

pixel systems are typically inefficient at collecting imaging data. A raster-scanned

beam, for instance, collects information about only one point in space at a time.

Multi-element phased array systems have much more flexibility in the measurement

modes they can produce, but sacrifice the size, weight, power, and price advantages

of single-pixel systems.

With an antenna that can either be mechanically, electrically, or frequency scanned

across a scene, it is possible to perform imaging. This is of course the technique used

in the radio and microwave frequency ranges for radar. An electrically tuned antenna
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could do this with no moving parts. The goal of the work described in this section

was to use metamaterials to design such an electrically scanned antenna that used

only a single, frequency-sensitive, coherent detector to preform imaging. We refer to

this device as a metaimager. As described in section 3.3, the measurement matrix of

our metaimager is given by the normalized far-field squared if the antenna is used in a

monostatic measurement, or the product of the metaimager far-field and a secondary

antenna far-field in a bistatic measurement. The metaimagers far-field is designed to

vary strongly with frequency, and thus so will the rows of the measurement matrix,

creating a diversely sampled scene.

Antenna designs exist that have radiation modes that vary with frequency, how-

ever, existing implementations have focused on beam scanning with frequency and

do not have sufficient diversity of modes to be useful for 2D imaging applications.

Instead, we look at highly dispersive metamaterial radiators that produce radiation

modes that vary rapidly with frequency. This is achieved by forming an array of

resonant metamaterial elements that radiate light proportional to their excitation.

All these antennas are excited with the same signal such that for any given fre-

quency, a different sub-set of antennas is radiating and a different radiation mode is

formed. Ideally, these radiation modes may be tailored to the type of scene being im-

aged. Rapid frequency variation and high diversity of modes reduces the bandwidth

needed by the antenna to image a scene, so we seek resonators with high quality

factor. Since the measurements are frequency-multiplexed, only a single detector

of sufficient bandwidth is needed. This is particularity useful in the millimeter to

far-IR ranges where detectors are prohibitively expensive. Because it is possible to

create radiation modes that sample all parts of a scene, no mechanical scanning is

needed. In this configuration, fully three-dimensional (3D) images can be collected

by measuring phase and/or time of flight.
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Figure 6.1: The fabricated 1D metaimager. The length is 40cm and the width
is 2.5cm. The microstrip transmission line is patterned on top of a Rodgers 4003
hydrocarbon/ceramic microwave laminate. The microstrip has a width corresponding
to an impedance of 50Ohms. The microstrip is patterned with cELCs with a period
of 2.6mm. One end on the transmission line serves as the signal input and the other
is terminated with a 50Ohm broadband load.

6.1 One-dimensional aperture

By leveraging metamaterials and compressive imaging, a low-profile one-dimensional

aperture capable of microwave imaging without lenses, moving parts, or phase shifters

has been demonstrated. This designer aperture allows image compression to be per-

formed on the physical hardware layer rather than in post-processing, avoiding the

detector, storage, and transmission costs associated with full diffraction-limited sam-

pling of a scene. A guided wave metamaterial aperture was used to perform compres-

sive image reconstruction at ten frames per second of a two-dimensional (range and

angle) scenes at K-band (18-26 GHz) frequencies, using frequency diversity to avoid

mechanical scanning. Image acquisition was accomplished with a 40:1 compression

ratio[117].

We use a one-dimensional metamaterial aperture to perform compressed imaging
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of various two-dimensional (one-angle plus range) canonically-sparse scenes. Our

imaging device consists of a leaky waveguide, formed by patterning the top conduc-

tor of a standard microstrip line with complementary electric-inductor-capacitors

(cELCs)[110, 118] metamaterial elements (Fig. 6.1). This configuration is equivalent

to the schematic of the compressive imager in Fig. 1.1C except that the aperture

becomes one-dimensional. Each cELC acts as a resonant element that couples en-

ergy from the waveguide mode to free space. The center frequency and spectral

shape of the cELC control the amplitude and phase of the transmitted wave, such

that the far-field modes can be designed by modifying the geometry of the cELCs

along the microstrip. By controlling the design and distribution of the individual

elements, which impact both the scattered field characteristics as well as the guided

wave characteristics, nearly any desired aperture mode can be created.

For canonically sparse scenes, an efficient set of measurement modes are those

that distribute energy randomly across both the amplitude and phase space of the

scene. The dispersion present in resonant metamaterial elements makes frequency

a natural choice for the indexing the modes, creating a mapping between the mea-

surement modes and frequency. Thus, by sweeping the frequency of the illuminating

signal across the available bandwidth, we access the aperture modes sequentially,

without having to move or reconfigure the aperture. Essential to image reconstruc-

tion schemes that use an arbitrary set of measurement modes is that the modes

be as orthogonal as possible to each other. This places demands on the sharpness

(quality-factor) and separation of the resonances, with sharper resonances yielding

less correlated modes.

We have fabricated a random-mode metamaterial aperture, 40cm in length, de-

signed to operate in the K-band from 18.5-25 GHz. The cELC resonators that cover

the aperture were optimized in full-wave simulation to have a high-quality factor

and low radiation coupling efficiency. Three samples of the measurement modes for
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Figure 6.2: Log-scale farfields radiated by a 1D metamaterial antenna. These
antennas show rapid changes in the radiation pattern versus frequency over a large
bandwidth.

this design are plotted in Fig. 6.2, and the complete measurement matrix is plotted

in Fig. 6.3. This measurement matrix was experimentally characterized using the

far-field characterization techniques in section 5.1. In our demonstration, scenes are

illuminated by far-field radiation from a single source — a 20dBi standard gain horn

antenna. Backscattered radiation from objects in the scene floods the metamaterial

aperture, which selectively admits only one specific mode at each measured frequency.

The resulting (complex) signal is measured using a vector network analyzer.

We formed several simple sparse scenes inside a 4m�4m�3m anechoic chamber.

Each scene contained two or three scattering objects (retroreflectors), 10cm in diam-

eter, located at arbitrary positions in the chamber. Fig. 6.4B shows one such scenes.

All scenes were reconstructed using the TwIST[101] with the same regularization

parameter for each scene. Four measured and reconstructed scenes are shown in

Fig. 6.4A.

For an aperture of this size and bandwidth, the diffraction-limited angular res-

olution is 1.7o and the bandwidth-limited range resolution is 4.6cm. Across a field

of view of �70o in angle and 1.5-4m in range, the equivalent SBP = 4475. Our

measurement however, contains only 101 values representing a compression ratio of

more than 40:1. We note that the acquisition of a complete dataset for the scenes

in Fig. 6.4 requires only 100 milliseconds, which makes imaging moving scenes a
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Figure 6.3: Experimentally measured far field radiation pattern versus frequency
for a random 1D resonator array. A resonator array with random resonance frequen-
cies will produce a far-field that is random and varies rapidly with both observation
angle and frequency. A single horizontal slice of this plot corresponds to the far field
amplitude measured along an arc contained in the same plane as the array. When
represented in this manner, the far-fields vs frequency plot (or its square if used as
a transceiver) is equivalent to the measurement matrix, H, in the equation g � Hf ,
where f is the scene being measured and g is the measured data.

tantalizing possibility.

To demonstrate imaging of moving scenes, we performed repeated 100ms sweeps

while moving an object through the scene. The acquisition speed in this experiment

was limited by the signal-to-noise-ratio — primarily due to the network analyzer

which is designed for operational flexibility rather than for high dynamic range or

sweep speed. We image a single scattering object moving through the scene on a

linear path at 0.2m/s. Fig. 6.5 depicts the reconstructed scene. The object position

in angle and range, mapped as a function of time, is observed in the retrieved scene.

The imaging system we have presented combines a computational imaging ap-

proach with custom aperture hardware that allows compression to be performed on

the physical layer used to do the illumination and/or recording. The use of meta-

materials is a convenient tool for the creation of such apertures, as metamaterial
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Figure 6.4: (A) Reconstructions of four different static scenes (differentiated by
color), consisting of two (black, green, and blue) or three (red) 10cm scattering
objects. The solid ”+” show the actual location of objects, and the pixels show the
reconstructed image. Pixel size reflects the maximum instrument resolution. The
image has been cropped from the full field of view of �70o. (B) Photograph of a
single scene corresponding to the black markers in (A).

techniques offer a well-understood design path. Leveraging the resonant nature of

metamaterial elements also creates frequency-diversity of the measurement modes,

giving an all-electrical way to quickly sweep through a mode-set. This metamaterial

approach scales linearly with frequency through THz frequencies with correspond-

ingly higher resolutions. Due to their small form factor and lack of moving parts,

similar systems may extend microwave and mm-wave imaging capabilities. This

approach to antenna design will scale effectively from microwave to far-IR (THz)

frequencies where single detectors schemes are especially appealing due to the high
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Figure 6.5: 10Hz imaging of a single moving object. Each voxel is sized to match
the spatio-temporal resolution of the metamaterial aperture, and the amplitude of the
reconstructed scattering density is mapped to the transparency of each voxel. Voxels
are also color-coded in time, from blue to red. On the right are 2D projections of
the data.

cost of individual sensors. By preforming imaging in a frequency region where ma-

terials of interest have distinct spectral responses, hyper-spectral imaging would be

possible. By correlating this spectral information with known responses of materials,

the positions and material compositions of objects in a scene could be identified.

6.2 Two-dimensional aperture

The previous work with complementary metamaterials embedded in 1D waveguides

can be readily extended to 2D waveguides. While a one dimensional waveguide pro-

duces a one dimensional aperture capable of producing images in two dimensions

(one dimension of cross-range and one dimensions of range), a two dimensional aper-

ture (or an array of 1D apertures) produces a two dimensional aperture capable
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Figure 6.6: The front (Left) and back (Right) of the 2D metaimager aperture. The
back view shows the six feed ports.

of producing fully three dimensional images. We chose to use a 2D parallel-plate

waveguide over an array of 1D apertures for two reasons. Firstly, an array of one

dimensional apertures would require a complex power dividing feed network, while

a parallel plate can be excited from a single source. Secondly, a 2D parallel plate

supports many modes which allows for an additional degree of freedom in how the

aperture is excited. By placing a number of sources at different locations across the

aperture, we may excite different modes in the aperture and thus generate different

radiation modes. This allows us to increase the number of scene sampling modes

produced by the same static aperture for the same bandwidth.

6.2.1 Aperture design

The operation bandwidth of the 2D metamaterial imaging system is the K-band,

specifically 17.5GHz-26.5GHz. The 2D metamaterial aperture consisted of a cop-

per parallel-plate waveguide, 22”x16” in area, with 1/16” between the plates. The

boundaries of the parallel plates were then terminated with a via-fence to prevent

radiation from leaking out of the open edges (Fig. 6.6). The top surface of the

waveguide is patterned with 52,786 radiating metamaterial elements each with a Q
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Figure 6.7: A schematic of the aperture used for the results presented here. The
left most panel shows the full aperture and the middle and right panels show details
with various features labeled. White is copper, black is dielectric (either Rodgers
4003 or air). The specific details of the cELC design used are used are given in
Fig. 4.11.

of between 100 at 17.5GHZ and 130 at 26.5GHz. A parametric study was performed

to optimize the Q of resonators with resonant frequencies across the operation band-

width. Each resonator had a randomly selected resonant frequency within the oper-

ation range. As for the 1D aperture, each element is a complementary-ELC which

couples to the magnetic field inside the aperture. We sample 101 frequencies across

this bandwidth because the quality factor of our resonators limits the dispersion rate

of the measurement modes. Thus, beyond approximately 100 frequency samples, we

see diminishing returns in the scene information obtained per measurement while we

accumulate noise linearly with the number of measurements.

An Agilent N5245A vector network analyzer (VNA) was used to feed the an-

tenna under test and to measure the scattering-parameters at the probe across all
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Figure 6.8: The aperture configuration used for the results presented here. Two
metamaterial apertures (labeled A and B), side by side and co-planar, were used as
the transmitters. A low gain (5dB) open-ended WR-42 waveguide was used as the
receiver.

frequencies of interest. The signal generated by the VNA was sent to an Agilent

L7106C electromechanical 6-port switch, and from this switch the signal was sent to

ports on the metamaterial aperture. To couple the RF signal into the metamaterial-

patterned parallel-plate, coaxial cables were probe-coupled into the parallel plate.

These transitions required a non-standard coupling from a coax probe to a parallel-

plate waveguide. Simply inserting a coax probe into the waveguide leads to an induc-

tive impedance and thus high insertion losses. This inductive load was compensated

for by etching a capacitive lumped element (designed in full-wave simulation) into

the top plate of the waveguide, as shown in Fig. 6.7. The S-parameters of the input

ports are all below -7.5dB for all ports and all frequencies, with an average of -14.5dB,

indicating that the feeds are well matched (Fig. 6.9). The edges of the waveguide

were shorted with a via fence, effectively creating a cavity. However, the large radia-

tive losses from the metamaterial resonators leads to an extremely low Q cavity, and

so lossy cylindrical waves, rather than cavity modes are expected. To increase the

number of measurement modes, six individual feeds were used, with each feed being

addressed by an electro-mechanical switch. To reduce the correlation between the
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guided modes propagating inside the parallel plate the feed locations were placed far

from each other.

6.2.2 Forward model characterization

Determining the radiation pattern of the metamaterial aperture is essential to gener-

ating a useful measurement matrix. The effects of coupling between adjacent meta-

material resonators make a simple array factor type calculation impossible, while

the multiscale nature of the apertures makes full-wave simulation computationally

intractable as well. Thus we chose to experimentally characterize the radiation from

the apertures.

The size of this aperture and the complexity of the switching network makes far-

field characterization challenging while the large and planar nature of the aperture

makes it amenable to characterization by a planar near-field scan. So the radia-

tion modes of this aperture were characterized using the near-field characterization

methods of section 5.2. We have used a 5λ stand-off from the metamaterial antenna

surface for our characterizations and a 5λ extent beyond the antenna edges, meaning

the resulting radiation pattern is valid within �45o in azimuth and elevation. This

stand-off is somewhat larger than is required to mitigate evanescent field interaction,

but also serves to reduce the effects of multipath scattering between the probe and

the antenna. The field is sampled across a plane located at five times the lowest fre-

quencys wavelength (8.57cm) from the metamaterial aperture. The field is sampled

at just below half the maximum frequency’s wavelength (5mm) and an angular spec-

trum decomposition is used to propagate these fields to all points in the field-of-view.

These radiated fields are sampled on planes uniformly spaced by ∆R in range. On

each range plane the fields are uniformly sampled in azimuth and elevation at ∆Az

and ∆El, respectively, resulting in non-uniform sampling in Cartesian coordinates

transverse to the optical axis. These then are the points at which the scene scatter-
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Figure 6.9: Various signal measurements for the 2D metamaterial aperture. Each
figure shows a single trace for the central feed port of the metamaterial aperture
(solid lines) as well as the mean signal power over all frequencies and feed ports
(dashed line). The signal for the central port is similar in mean, variance, maximum,
and minimum signal to that of other ports. (a) the insertion loss is below -7.5dB
for all ports and averages -14.5dB. (b) the total radiated power of the metamaterial
antenna, obtained from integrating the near-field measurements, averages -13.8dB.
This power was measured relative to the input of the switch. There is a known
loss of 1dB through the switch and 0.7dB through the 1ft length of cable from the
switch to the feeds of the antenna. This means the total radiation efficiency is
between -13.8dB and -12.1dB. (c) the average background signal, from the antenna
ports to the receive horn, for an empty chamber is primarily due to direct coupling
between the metamaterial antenna and the receive horn. It averages -61.2dB. (d)
The measurements of all scenes have the average background signal subtracted before
being used in image the reconstruction. The empty chamber signal minus the average
background signal is approximately the noise floor of the system, -107.8dB. A typical
metallic scene has an average signal power of -75.7dB, while the signal power from a
person with no metallic objects averages -84.9dB.
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Figure 6.10: (Left and Middle) the electric field just in front of the 2D aperture,
measured with a near-field scan, from feed port 1 at 21.9GHz. (Right) three cross-
sections of the radiated field calculated from the same near-field scan.

Figure 6.11: Experimentally measured far-field spherical plots in dBi of a 2D
metaimager panel.

ing density is estimated. The metamaterial resonators are all co-polarized so that

the radiated field is polarized in a single direction. The cross-polarized field is one

order of magnitude smaller than the primary polarization. For this reason we only

propagate the primary polarization and this is the only field component that enters

into the imaging measurement matrix. The field across the near-field scan plane and

the resulting radiation pattern are shown in Fig. 6.10.

These near-field scans confirmed the presence of an approximate cylindrical wave

launched into the cavity by each feed, and confirmed that the cELC resonators couple

to the magnetic field of this wave. The field radiated was calculated for a diffraction

limited set of points in azimuth, elevation, and range for 101 frequencies and each of

the 6 ports. The measurement matrix was calculated using these calculated radiation
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patterns times the receiving low-gain probe.

6.2.3 Resolution

The operation bandwidth is K-band, specifically 17.5GHz-26.5GHz. This 9GHz

bandwidth of the system gives a range resolution of,

∆R � c

2BW
� 1.67cm (6.1)

The frequency sampling rate of 90MHz determines the maximum range we can image,

beyond which objects would alias in range. This is equivalent to the maximum

unambiguous range in radar and is,

MUR � c

2∆f
� 1.167m (6.2)

The imaging system we used for the results presented here used two metamaterial

apertures, side-by-side and co-planar, as the transmitters. A low gain (5dB) open-

ended WR-42 waveguide located between the two metamaterial apertures was used

as the receiver (Fig. 6.8). This aperture configuration gives an aperture that is

88.9cm wide and 55.9cm high. At our central frequency of fc � 22GHz we expect

our horizontal (azimuthal) and vertical (elevation) angular resolution to be,

∆Azc � λc
Ax

� 0.88o and ∆Elc � λc
Ay

� 1.4o (6.3)

where we have approximated the prefactor to be unity because our aperture is rect-

angular.

6.2.4 Scene measurement and estimation

The scene measurement process consisted of illuminating the scene with the meta-

material aperture and making a spectral measurement with the VNA of the signal

scattered by the scene and received by the low-gain probe. Each aperture has six
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Figure 6.12: Reconstructed images of two parallel metal strips oriented horizontally
and vertically with various separations. The fine red lines visible in the electronic
copy are reference marks separated by 1cm. The inner edge to inner edge separation
is given. The range to the strips is 1.15m; at this range the expected spatial resolution
at the central frequency is ∆x � 1.76cm and ∆y � 2.8cm. The horizontally oriented
stripes are resolvable down to a separation of 2cm, while the vertically oriented
stripes are resolvable down to 1cm separation.

feed ports and a spectrum was measured for each of the feed ports in sequence. For

the two-panel system depicted in Fig. 6.8 there were 12 feed ports total, yielding

1212 measurements. From these measurements, a previously recorded background

measurement was subtracted. This background signal contains both the signal from

clutter outside the reconstruction volume as well as the direct signal from the source

antenna to the receive antenna. The total background signal, gbackground, is shown

in Fig. 6.9 c, and the clutter signal is shown in Fig. 6.9 d (empty chamber). This

background subtraction is justified by the consideration that the background signals

add linearly to the signal from the scene of interest and so can be linearly subtracted.

This is valid as long as our linearity assumption holds, but this assumption must hold

in order to reconstruct the scene itself, even in the absence of background signal. The
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total signal measured is,

gtotal � Hscenefscene �Hclutterfclutter � gdirect � Hscenefscene � gbackground (6.4)

With these measurements in hand, and the measurement matrix calculated from

the near-field characterization an image of the scene scattering density was estimated

using the TwIST[101] algorithm using a total-variation regularizer. The TV regular-

izer was applied to the real and imaginary components of the scene independently.

TV was applied to the scene estimate across azimuth and elevation, but not range.

In other words, only the gradients of the scene estimate in cross-range, not range,

were minimized. We did not apply a penalty to the smoothness of the scene in range

because we expect the scattering from targets to be primarily from their surfaces

and particularly from the surfaces oriented perpendicular to the optical axis of the

aperture. This plane-wise TV regularizer was implemented by Alex Mrozack in Dr.

David Brady’s group. All the instrument control, data processing, and image display

was implemented in Matlab.

6.2.5 Scene constraint using structured-light sensors

The full field of view of the metaimager contains 2.63 million voxels. For our sys-

tem configuration we measure 101 frequencies for each of our 12 sources. The re-

sulting measurement matrix is 1212 by 2.63 million in size, and, represented as

complex-valued single-precision numbers (2x4bytes/value), is then 25.5GB. This is

a challenging amount of data to preform matrix computations with, but even more

challenging is that the scene is undersampled to 0.046%. To reduce this we would

like to constrain the reconstruction volume to only encompass regions where RF

scattering objects may reside. Of course this amounts to a very strong prior that is

generally unavailable to an imaging system. However we are able to obtain this prior

information by making the assumption that any mm-wave scatterers will be visible
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Figure 6.13: A three-dimensional surface and optical image of a person collected
with a Kinect structured-light sensor. The green box around the person is the iden-
tified constraining volume in which the mm-wave signal is reconstructed. Note that
the three-dimensional optical image has been rendered from a perspective different
from the Kinects. Thus the region of the background occluded by the person is
visible and appears as a white shadow.

to, or will be within objects that are visible to, optical and infra-red sensors. This

allows us to use low-cost structured-light sensors and optical cameras to determine

which regions in the scene are entirely empty. We then constrain our reconstruction

to the complement of this space.

To this end we have integrated an infrared structured light sensor, the Microsoft

Kinect, into the metaimager imaging system. Using the Kinect data, we calculate

the three-dimensional coordinates of objects in front of the sensor, excluding the

boundaries of our imaging chamber which is covered in mm-wave absorber. The

Kinect sensor is capable of providing the user with very high-level information such

as skeletal tracking, but at a lower level the Kinect determines an estimate of the

range from the Kinect to each of the 640x480 pixels in its field of view. This can be

translated to cartesian x-y-z coordinates of each of the 640x480 pixels points. We
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perform contiguous-blob detection by first discarding all points with positions outside

a box just within the known boundaries of our imaging chamber. This removes points

the floor, walls, and ceiling. We then count the number of pixels closer than a distance

z, Npzq and find the z values where the first derivative of N(z) goes to zero. These are

the front and back edges of objects within the imaging chamber. A similar search for

zero-derivatives is then performed in the x- and y-directions, finding the horizontal

and vertical extents of objects. This gives a trapazoidial volume with parallel front

and back faces within which we may constrain the reconstruction. One we have

determined the desired reconstruction volume, we can simply delete the columns of

the measurement matrix that correspond to voxels located outside this region.

Of course a more sophisticated constraints would also be possible, such as a tight-

fitting volume that conforms to the surface of the objects observed by the Kinect,

or, for human targets, using the kinect’s higher order skeletal tracking to estimate

the body surface beneath clothing may be useful. Additionally, a soft - rather than

a hard - boundary that penalizes voxels farther from the observed objects could be

used. Alternatively, the Kinect data could be used as additional measurements to

inform the non-linear scene estimation algorithm, but this would require developing

an appropriate forward model corresponding to the Kinect measurements.

This yields an enormous reduction in the size of the image reconstruction prob-

lem. For instance, a person at 1.5 meters from the aperture is easily contained within

a bounding box that is, 0.4m in range, 25o in azimuth, and 60o in elevation, giving

29.2 thousand voxels. The resulting measurement matrix is 283MB and the scene

is undersampled to 4.15%, which is quite reasonable for compressive imaging recon-

struction techniques. The images of people provided below used a slightly smaller

volume of 0.3m in range, 20o in azimuth, and 40o in elevation, giving 11.7 thousand

voxels for a measurement matrix size of 113MB and an undersampling to 10.4%.

The Kinect sensor also returns an optical image of the scene in front of it. This
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Figure 6.14: A person imaged with the metaimaging system, rendered from three
perspectives. The false-color maximum-value surface of the reconstructed mm-Wave
scattering density distribution is overlaid on the three-dimensional optical image.
The mm-wave scattering density clearly picks metallic scatters on the person. The
images show a person with different objects on them including (a) nothing, (b) a
knife, (c) keys in their pocket, and (d) belt buckle and keys in their right pocket.

optical image can be registered to the 3D surface and overlaid on it, allowing for an

approximation of a 3D optical image of the scene. The reconstructed mm-wave image

is itself a 3D image and can then be overlaid on the 3D optical image from the Kinect,

yielding a multispectral, 3D image. This image presentation format is very useful for

image display and interpretation while largely circumventing privacy concerns. In

addition, this registered multispectral 3D information may be extremely valuable for

automated threat detection and other artificial intelligence image processing tasks.
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6.2.6 Imaging performance

To display the reconstructed 3D scattering density, we use a maximum-value surface.

Along each azimuth elevation ray the maximum value is selected. The range of

this maximum value determines the range of the surface at that azimuth/elevation

coordinate. The resulting surface is colored according to the maximum values.

Based on our aperture size and frequency of operation, we expect the horizontal

resolution to be ∆Az � 0.88o and the vertical resolution to be, ∆El � 1.4o. As shown

in Fig. 6.12, we actually surpass this resolution in both the vertical and horizontal

directions, with the actual minimum resolvable separation being approximately 0.5o

in the horizontal direction and 1o in the vertical direction. This is because we esti-

mated our angular resolution for the far-field, but we are in the radiative near-field

of the aperture where focusing of the beam is possible allowing for slightly better

resolution. Fig. 6.15 shows reconstructions of a 3cm resolution target which consisted

of three vertical and three horizontal thin reflective stripes, oriented perpendicular

to the optical axis. The stripes were 3cm wide, 15cm long, and separated by 3cm. In

this figure we also see that vertical stripes, which measure horizontal resolution, are

somewhat better resolved then the horizontal bars, which measure vertical resolution.

We varied the signal SNR of the measurements by changing the integration time

which is inversely related to the IF bandwidth (IFBW) of the VNA. We measured

the signal SNR at each IF bandwidth by making many measurements of the scene

and calculating the signal variance and signal mean. Comparing the IFBW to the

SNR allows us to determine the image quality versus SNR. A qualitative depiction

of this relationship is shown in Fig. 6.15. We may estimate the reflectivity of this

object as being one on the stripes and zero outside the stripes. This allows us to

calculate the mean squared error of the reconstructed image, which is plotted versus
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Figure 6.15: Maximum-value surface reconstruction of a 3cm resolution target
imaged with different time integration. The SNR of the collected data for each
image is labeled in red. The axis coordiantes are meters measured relative to the
center of the imaging aperture.

signal SNR in Fig. 6.16. From Figs. 6.15 and 6.16 we see that the image quality

improves with increasing SNR until approximately 20dB SNR at which point the

image quality plateaus. This is explained by the poor singular value spectrum of

our imaging system which shows a rapid fall-off in singular value versus singular

vector for singular values at about -20dB. This means that the effective-rank of our

measurement matrix increases very slowly as the noise level decreases (increasing the

SNR) below -20dB.

The scene acquisition time at 100kHz IFBW was 2.7 seconds, limited mainly by

the sweep overhead time. The total sweep time is given by,

tsweep � Nfrequencies �Nsweeps � ptsettle � 1{IFBW q�Nsweeps ptswitch � toverheadq (6.5)

where Nfrequencies � 101 is the number of frequencies we sample, Nsweeps � 12 is the
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Figure 6.16: (a) A reconstruction of a 3cm resolution target with the true target
location outlined in red. (b) the Mean Squared Error of reconstructed RF images
versus the SNR of the measured signal. The SNR of the measured signal was varied
by changing the integration time.

number of sources/recievers we switch between, tsettle � 50µs is the VNA settling

time, tswitch � 15ms is the time to switch between sources, and toverhead � 200ms

is the sweep setup overhead time (instrument communication, sweep initialization,

VNA sweep post-processing, data transfer etc.). The image reconstruction time av-

eraged 5 seconds. The short image acquisition time makes imaging of slowly moving

scenes possible. We looked at many scenes of people carrying various metallic objects.

An example scene is shown in Fig. 6.14.

6.3 Conclusions

The metamaterial guided-wave frequency diverse imaging systems described here rep-

resent an entirely new method of radio-frequency imaging. The use of guided wave

structures means these systems have minimal form-factor for a given aperture size.

The use of complementary metamaterial radiators to make frequency-diverse mea-
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surement modes means these systems have no moving parts, fast image acquisition

times, and utilize only a single emitter/detector which reduces cost.

However, the metamaterial imaging systems presented here were largely proof-of-

concept devices. Little work went into optimizing the overall radiation efficiency of

these systems. Improving the efficiency of these systems would improve signal SNR,

in turn improving image quality and reducing acquisition time.

The measurement modes radiated by the metaimagers presented here were simply

pseudo-random. From the standpoint of compressed sensing this is a reasonable basis

to use, but is by no means ideal. In order to further optimize these imaging systems,

work should continue on explicit mode generation. This requires a very complete

semi-analytical model of the metamaterial aperture. While a great deal of work has

been done in developing such a model using discrete-dipole-approximations which

predicts the radiated modes from a known metamaterial aperture, this model has

yet to be applied to the reverse problem of determining what metamaterial aperture

would generate a desired mode. In the case of a frequency-diverse aperture, this

problem needs to be solved including dispersion such that at each measurement

frequency a different desired measurement mode is radiated.

It also remains to determine the optimal regularizer for undersampled microwave

scenes. The regularizers used here, l1-sparsity and total-variation, are out-of-the-box

regularizing solutions which are likely non-optimal for the types of scenes we consider

below. For example, at RF frequencies we expect objects to scatter mainly form their

surfaces and so to be similar to a 2D manifold in the 3D scene-space. This is partly

why the planar-total-variation regularizer used here works well, but this prior could

perhaps be more explicitly enforced. In addition, a better sparsifying-basis in which

to apply l1-sparsity regulariation could be developed, perhaps using dictionary-based

methods.
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7

Tuning Metamaterial Apertures

A major advantage of metamaterial radiators in this application is the ability to

incorporate tuning[119]. The exceptional control of the radiation pattern of the

antenna provided by the application of metamaterial radiators will allow radiation

modes, which are directly related to the measurement matrix, to be tailored to

different types of scenes. Dynamically varying the resonance of the metamaterial

elements would enable reconfigurable measurement modes. In addition, the ability to

electrically tune the metamaterial radiators will allow the measurement matrix to be

dynamically adapted to changes in, or our knowledge of, the scene. Dynamic tuning

also frees the frequency bandwidth — effectively enabling hyperspectral imaging[120].

Alternately, single-frequency 3D imaging could be done in the nearfield where the

radiation mode could be focused to various points in space. This would also allow

for 3D imaging with amplitude measurements alone.

Tuning spans a wide-range of possibilities, from detailed element control utiliz-

ing methods such as semiconductor integration to broad group and/or system level

tuning based on lumped electro-optical feed elements. Each choice has tradeoffs in

terms of price, complexity, functionality, and speed. For instance, while individual
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element control may be critical for detailed hyperspectral imaging — allowing for

identification of resonant or dispersive objects in a scene — a systems-level phase-

distortion/shift incorporated to the feeding mechanism may allow enough reconfig-

uration to perform a few unique space-bandwidth-product datasets, thus gaining

coarse hyper-spectral information.

Such hybrid approaches span a range of tuning possibilities. An incomplete list

of general approaches to tuning is:

Waveguide mode tuning — by modification of the source or feed structures and/or

leveraging the relative phase-shift between resonator elements. Possible methods in-

clude variable waveguide termination impedance, load waveguide with tunable dielec-

tric, and mechanical deformation. We are currently using this approach by switching

through our feeding locations on the 2D metamaterial apertures.

Intra-array tuning — using phase shifters between element-groups or waveguide

groups, allowing mode shaping in a phased-array modality, though with far fewer

phase-shifting elements.

Individual resonator and/or resonator-group tuning — by modifying the radiation

of the metamaterial resonators themselves arbitrary holograms could be ’written’ on

the aperture. This approach is likely the most useful in terms of flexibility and

control of the modes radiated by an antenna because it gives the finest control over

the aperture fields. Below we consider two approaches to achieving this type of

control using integrated semiconductor devices for individual element tuning.

We have focused on semiconductor tuning methods due to their high speed. Be-

cause our imaging system utilizes only a single detector measurements must be col-

lected sequentially. This means that if we rely only on aperture reconfiguration

to collect our measurements, the aperture would need to be reconfigured approxi-

mately N � 50, 000 times per frame (based on the number of voxels needed to image

a person-sized scene with no compression) or, for 10 frames-per-second, about once
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every 2µs. Of course one of the principal goals of having a reconfigurable aperture is

to be able to produce optimal measurement modes, which may even be dynamically

chosen based on information obtained from previous measurements. This means that

many fewer than N modes would need to be produced. At a reasonable measure-

ment compression of 10% the aperture would need to be reconfigured about once

every 20µs to achieve 10 frames-per-second imaging. Other methods not discussed

here for individual element tuning include liquid crystal tuning[121], MEMS-based

mechanical tuning[122], temperature[123] and photo-doped semiconductors[124].

7.1 Schottky junction tuning

One approach to element tuning is to shift the resonance frequency of a metamaterial

resonator. If a resonator is excited by a single frequency, then it will radiate strongly

only if the resonance frequency is near the excitation frequency. Thus if the resonance

frequency of the element can be shifted far enough, then the radiation from that

element can be switched on and off. One way of changing the resonance frequency

of a resonator is to vary the capacitance in the resonator. This could be achieved by

incorporating a Schottky diode or PN-junction into the resonator and reverse biasing

it [125],[126].

A Schottky diode is the simpler of the two options because it only requires a single

uniformly doped semiconductor and a single Schottky-type metal contact. To get

the most tuning from this approach, the electric fields of the metamaterial resonator

should be concentrated in the semiconductor region. For this reason, a multi-layer

complementary metamaterial structure has been considered. This structure allows

the semiconductor to be sandwiched in the capacitive region of the cELC, thus

concentrating the fields in the Schottky junction. When reverse biased, the depletion

region of the Schottky junction grows, varying the capacitance of the junction and

shifting the resonance frequency of the resonator in which it is incorporated.
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Figure 7.1: (Top) A series of insets of the designed and simulated Schottky-tuned
cELC structure. The cELC is patterned in a microstrip. To reverse bias the Schottky
junction a DC bias would be applied between the cELC and the microstrip signal
trace. The biasing line is not drawn. (Bottom) the device cross-section through the
Schottky junction. The Schottky junction is between the Si and the Al of the cELC.

We have designed and simulated such a complementary-ELC structure patterned

in a microstrip waveguide, shown in Fig. 7.1. The silicon had a doping concentration

of 1016cm-3 and the Schottky junction was formed at the interface of the silicon and

an aluminum layer on the bottom of the cELC layer. The depletion thickness for this

junction at zero bias was 300nm. Because the cELC layer is electrically isolated at

DC from the signal trace of the microstrip, the junction could be reverse biased by a

DC bias applied between the cELC and the microstrip signal trace. The maximum
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achievable reverse bias before breakdown was -7VDC, corresponding to a depletion

thickness of 1um.

If the resonance frequency of the cELC under zero bias is f0,0 and the full-width-

half-max of the resonance frequency at zero bias is ∆f then the quality factor at

zero bias is,

Q0 � f0,0

∆f0

(7.1)

Then we can define the resonance frequency shift when reverse biased in units

of ∆f0 so the resonance frequency when reverse biased is f0,biased � f0,0 � n∆f0.

This is a useful measure of the shift in the resonance frequency because the degree

to which the radiation from the resonator is reduced is related not just to how far

the resonance frequency has moved but also to the width of the resonance. The

fractional shift in the resonance frequency is then,

f0,biased{f0,0 � f0,0 � n∆f0

f0,0

� 1 � n

Q0

(7.2)

Since the resonance frequency of a series RLC resonator is 2πf0 � 1{?LC, the

fractional change in the capacitance of the Schottky junction, which is inversely

proportional to the depletion depth of the junction, required to shift the resonance

frequency by n times ∆f0 is then,

dn
d0

� C0

Cn
�
�
f0,n

f0,0


2

�
�

1 � n

Q0


2

(7.3)

So as expected, for a lower Q (wider) resonance, the change in capacitance required

to shift the resonance the same number of full-width-half-maxes increases.

The silicon layer is not extremely low resistivity and so the depletion layer plus

the undepleted silicon can be thought of as a voltage variable capacitor in series

with a voltage variable resistor. Since the quality factor of a series RLC resonator is
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Figure 7.2: (Left) Full-wave simulation of the signal through a microstrip patterned
with a single Schottky-tuned cELC. Each color curve corresponds to a different de-
pletion region thickness (corresponding to reverse bias of the Schottky junction).
(Right) comparison of the simulation results to the simple circuit model for the
quality factor and resonance frequency shift.

Q � 1{RaL{C, the quality-factor of the resonance also depend on the reverse bias of

the Schottky junction. The quality factor of the of the biased resonator normalized

to the quality factor at zero bias is then simply the ratio of the series resistance at

zero bias to the resistance when biased,

Qbiased

Q0

� RcELC �RSchottkyp0q
RcELC �RSchottkypVbq (7.4)

The resistance in the cELC , RcELC , can be calculated from the geometry of the

cELC and the metal resistivity, while the resistance in the Schottky junction at Vb

volts reverse bias, RSchottkypVbq can be calculated from the Drude model (presented

below) and the thickness of the Schottky junction depletion region at this reverse

bias. These two simple circuit models are compared to simulation results in Fig. 7.2.
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7.2 MOSFET tuning

An alternative approach to tuning the resonance of a metamaterial resonator is to

change a resistance in the resonator rather than a capacitance. A change in resistance

may be achieved with either a two-terminal or three-terminal device. The resistance

of two-terminal devices, such as PIN diodes or the Schottky diode discussed above,

is controlled by the forward voltage across the two terminals. Because the control

voltage is applied across the two terminals for which the resistance is being changed,

the control voltage must induce a current and so these are often called current-

controlled devices. On the other hand, Field-Effect-Transisor (FETs), such as a

Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect-Transistor (MOSFET), are three terminal,

voltage-controlled devices. In a FET device applying a bias to the gate electrode

changes the resistance between two separate electrodes, the source and drain. Such

a device is appealing because the gate electrode in a FET device has very low leakage

current. This means that if a small charge can be accumulated on the gate electrode

and then the electrode can be electrically isolated, this charge will continue to bias

the gate and the FET will stay in conducting state until the charge is removed from

the gate. This makes FET devices useful for row-column addressing where single

rows of FETs are switched at time, then ignored, while other rows are switched,

reducing the needed number of control lines.

The high frequency conductivity of silicon is of paramount importance for this

type of application. At some high frequency, the limited mobility of electrons and

holes in silicon will result in a fall off in conductivity. The high frequency behavior

of silicon can be well modeled with the Drude model, which may be used to calculate

the complex permittivity and conductivity versus frequency of materials with free
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charges. Drude model:

εrpωq � εb �
ω2
p

ωpω � iΓq � εb �
ω2
p

ω2 � Γ2

�
1 � i

Γ

ω



(7.5)

εpωq � ε1 � i
σ

ω
(7.6)

σpωq � ε0
ω2
pΓ

ω2 � Γ2
(7.7)

The plasma frequency, ωp, collision frequency, Γ, and DC conductivity, σ0, for a

semiconductor are given by,

ωp �
�
e2N

ε0m�


1{2

(7.8)

Γ � 1{τ � e

µm� (7.9)

σ0 � Ne2τ

m� � Neµ (7.10)

where m� is the effective mass, e is the elementary charge, N is the carrier con-

centration, and µ is the mobility of the charge carriers being considered. The effec-

tive masses of electrons and holes at 300K are approximately [Hisham Z. Massoud,

ECE216 lecture notes],

me,Si � 1.09 � 9.109 � 10�31kg (7.11)

mh,Si � 1.15 � 9.109 � 10�31kg (7.12)

The carrier mobilities prµs � cm2{V � s, rN s � cm� 3q are, empirically,

Majority carriers:

µp,P � 49.7 � 418.3

1 � �
Na

1.6�1017

�0.70 (7.13)

µn,N � 92 � 1268

1 � �
Nd

1.3�1017

�0.91 (7.14)
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Figure 7.3: Design of a MOSFET-tuned cELC device. (Left) cELCs with inte-
grated MOSFETs. In the top design, the cELC is embedded in a section of microstrip
patterned on a high-resistivity silicon wafer. In the bottom design, the cELC is em-
bedded in the ground trace of a section of coplanar waveguide (CPW) also patterned
on a high-resistivity silicon wafer. The advantage of the CPW transmission line is
its lower losses since the fields are less confined to the lossy silicon substrate. CPW
is also simpler to test using standard RF wafer probing, in which signals are coupled
to the device using actuated CPW probes rather than a mounted connector.

Minority carriers:

µn,P � 232 � 1180

1 � �
Na

8.0�1016

�0.90 (7.15)

µp,N � 130 � 370

1 � �
Nd

8.0�1017

�1.25 (7.16)

We have designed and simulated several such a MOSFET-tuned devices, two of

which are shown in Fig. 7.3. The devices consist of a complementary-ELC structure

patterned on multi-conductor transmission line waveguides which are themselves pat-

terned on a single 2inch diameter, 275um thick, high-resistivity p¡ 5000Ω � cm, or  
1012carriers{cm�3q n-type silicon wafer. Two MOSFETs are incorporated into the

cELCs such that the electrically isolated portion of the cELC is connected to the
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Figure 7.4: Full-wave simulation results for the signal transmitted through a mi-
crostrip patterned with a single MOSFET-tuned cELC. Each colored curve corre-
sponds to a different source-drain resistance (corresponding to gate voltage).

Table 7.1: Drude model parameters for a MOSFET channel under different gate
biases

Bulk
µpcm2{V sq

Interface
µpcm2{V sq

Bulk
ΓpTHzq Interface

ΓpTHzq Bulk
ωppTHzq

HolespVg � 0q 448.8 270 3.41 5.66 1.66

ElectronspVg � 8q 1369 540 1.19 3.02 32.3

MOSFET source and the surrounding trace is connected to the MOSFET drain. The

silicon wafer is compensation doped with p-type dopant to make a p-type channel

MOSFET.

The doping concentration in the channel has a maximum concentration ofNp,max �
2 � 1015cm�3 at the surface and then decreases with depth into the wafer as a

complementary-error function. Because the inversion layer depth of the MOSFET

is very thin only on the order of 100nm only the doping concentration and carrier

mobility at the surface of the channel need to be considered. However, the effects of

the gate field and surface defects near the surface cause the carrier mobilities to be

reduced by a factor of 2-5. We can calculate the mobilities, collision frequencies, and

plasma frequencies near the surface. These are given in Table 7.1. These parameters
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Figure 7.5: The resistivity of the MOSFET channel predicted by the drude model
versus frequency.

can be used in the Drude model to calculate the best (no reduction in carrier mo-

bility due to interface effects) and worse (reduced mobility due to interface effects)

case channel resistivity, shown in Fig. 7.5. This shows that the expected fall off in

channel conductivity occurs at approximately 100GHz and there is nearly a 3 order

of magnitude change in the channel resistance, even for the reduced mobility case,

for gate voltages of 0V to 8V. It is important to note that this operating frequency

is the frequency of the signal conducted through the MOSFET, not the switching

frequency which would be substantially lower. Fabrication of a test device with a

single cELC resonator is ongoing.

7.3 Conclusions

The ability to tune metamaterials in many ways has been recognized as one of their

most useful characteristics. In this chapter we have discussed some of the general

concepts of metamaterial tuning and presented two semiconductor-based tuning ap-
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proaches. By incorporating tuning into a guided-wave metamaterial imaging system,

radically new imaging devices with minimal form-factor and optimal measurement

mode formation could be developed.
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8

Conclusion

In chapter 2 we presented work done by the author in the area of metamaterial

lenses. We first introduced the concept of a metamaterial lens by demonstrating a

simple gradient-index lens, then discussed more novel transformation-optical lenses.

We showed that metamaterials enable many novel types of lenses. This flexibility of

metamaterials makes them useful in creating many types of imaging systems with

unprecedented form-factors and performance.

In particular, the complementary metamaterials presented in Chapter 4 have in-

teresting applications to image system design. Not only do they provide a method

of controlling the radiation traveling through a transmission line, acting as filters

and effective material loadings, but they also can control how radiation leaks out

of a transmission line. This makes them useful components for antennas with small

form-factor and signal-multiplexing capabilities. By designing complementary meta-

material radiators that have different responses to different frequencies, polarizations,

or other properties of radiation, then an antenna that can multiplex signals on these

different channels can be formed.

This ability of metamaterial apertures to multiplex radiation patterns is demon-
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strated by the metamaterial guided-wave frequency-diverse imaging systems — metaim-

agers — presented in Chapter 6. These unique metaimager systems make measure-

ments that are indexed by frequency; each frequency sent into the metaimager aper-

ture generates a different measurement mode. The use of guided wave structures

means these systems have minimal form-factor for a given aperture size. The use

of complementary metamaterial radiators to make frequency-diverse measurement

modes means these systems have no moving parts, fast image acquisition times, and

utilize only a single emitter/detector which further reduces size, weight, and cost.

Computational imaging provides the mathematical framework needed to invert

these frequency-indexed measurements and recover an image of the scene. Com-

pressed sensing allows these metaimagers to obtain the best images possible given

the physical limitations of bandwidth and resonator quality-factor. The metama-

terial imaging forward model presented in chapter 3 describes how a metaimager

transforms between the scattering density of the scene that we want to estimate,

and the frequency spectrum that we actually measure. This is the essential link that

places the physics of a metaimager in the framework of computational imaging and

allows it to be used for imaging. The forward models of these metaimagers were

characterized using the far-field and near-field characterization systems presented in

Chapter 5.

8.1 Areas for future research

The images produced by a computational imaging system are limited by the accu-

racy of the forward model. For this reason it is important in the future to address

some of the non-linearities that exist in the metaimager forward model that have

been ignored. In particular the specularity of the reflection from scene-patches. In

addition, forward models that apply to other scenes that are likely to be encountered,

such as resonate dielectric slabs, need to be developed.
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The model presented here for the radiation of a metamaterial aperture gives

accurate results when the coupling efficiency of the aperture and the reference mode

are known. However, when the metamaterial radiators are very close together, they

may couple in ways that make determining their collective response difficult and

so determining the coupling efficiency of the aperture is also difficult. In addition,

if the reference mode is a guided mode, as is the case for an aperture composed

of complementary metamaterial radiators patterned on a transmission line, then

the metamaterial elements will scatter the guided mode making it non-linear with

respect to the aperture configuration. Work by others to address these problems using

discrete-dipole-approximation methods is ongoing and the solution of this problem

is essential to create engineered radiation patterns.

The measurement modes radiated by the metaimagers presented here were simply

pseudo-random. From the standpoint of compressed sensing this is a reasonable basis

to use, but is by no means ideal. In order to further optimize these imaging systems,

work should continue on explicit mode generation. This requires a very complete

semi-analytical model of the metamaterial aperture. While a great deal of work has

been done in developing such a model using discrete-dipole-approximations which

predicts the radiated modes from a known metamaterial aperture, this model has

yet to be applied to the reverse problem of determining what metamaterial aperture

would generate a desired mode. In the case of a frequency-diverse aperture, this

problem needs to be solved including dispersion such that at each measurement

frequency a different desired measurement mode is radiated.

The metamaterial imaging systems presented here were largely proof-of-concept

devices. Little work went into optimizing the overall radiation efficiency of these

systems. Improving the efficiency of these systems would improve signal SNR, in

turn improving image quality and reducing acquisition time.

The ability to tune metamaterials has been recognized as one of their most useful
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characteristics. In chapter 7, we have discussed some of the general concepts of

metamaterial tuning and presented two semiconductor-based tuning approaches. By

incorporating tuning into a metaimager system, radically new imaging devices with

minimal form-factor and optimal measurement mode formation could be developed.

Much work remains on incorporating tuning methods into complete imaging systems.

It also remains to determine the optimal regularizers for undersampled microwave

scenes. The regularizers used here, l1-sparsity and total-variation, are essentially out-

of-the-box regularizing solutions which are likely non-optimal for the RF scenes we

want to image. For example, at RF frequencies we expect objects to scatter mainly

form their surfaces and so to be similar to a 2D manifold in the 3D scene-space.

This is partly why the planar-total-variation regularizer used here works well, but

this strong prior could perhaps be more explicitly enforced. In addition, a better

sparsifying-basis in which to apply l1-sparsity regularization could be developed,

perhaps using dictionary-based methods.
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Appendix A

A method of generating distributions of uniformly
sized holes for GRIN metamaterials

Previous implementations of holey dielectric metamaterials rely on characteristics

unique to each design to generate the inclusion distribution. The distribution may

be generated by applying a transformation to a regular grid and placing an inclusion

at each grid point,[12] however, this method requires you start with a known grid

and can find a transformation that will yield the desired lattice constant at each

location which is not possible in general. Alternatively, inclusions may be evenly

spaced along lines of constant lattice constant,[20] however this relies on symmetries

in the design to achieve crystallinity. For GRIN designs, it is possible to vary the

size of inclusions at each grid point on a regular grid to achieve the desired index,

[53] but for IR applications this significantly complicates processing and the range

of realizable hole diameters may be limited, limiting the range of achievable indices.

Here we propose a method to generate a hexagonal semi-crystalline distribution of

uniformly sized inclusions with an arbitrarily varying lattice constant (Fig. 2.1).

In this method, the inclusions are treated as an analogous system of attractive
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particles of finite size, where the size, or interaction length, of each particle is de-

pendent on its position. The system of particles is allowed to dynamically relax

from some initial configuration according to interaction rules defined such that the

equilibrium arrangement will have the desired lattice constant distribution. This ap-

proach similar to variable size vortex-blob modeling of turbulent fluid flow in which

the sizes of the vortices vary with position,[127, 128] and to non-uniform mesh gen-

eration techniques.

If the potential energy of two particles has a minimum at a separation of the

desired lattice constant, then the particles will automatically arrange themselves with

as close to hexagonal packing as possible. The potential energy of two particles with

position dependent lattice constants aip~riq and ajp~rjq, separated by Rij � |~ri � ~rj| is

given by,

Uij � R�α
ij � CijR

�β
ij , α ¡ β (A.1)

where,

Cij � α

β

�
aip~riq � ajp~rjq

2


pβ�αq

,

such that the potential energy is minimized at a separation equal to the average of

aip~riq and ajp~rjq. If the potential well is large (more than 2a) then the attraction

from distant particles will cause the local lattice constant to be less than the ideal.

This can be prevented by making the interaction range short by increasing β in Eq.

A.1 and/or setting Uij to a constant for Rij ¡ γpai�ajq{2 where 1   γ   2. To reach

a static equilibrium state, loss must be added to the particles’ equation of motion.

The equation of motion for particle pi can then be given by,

d2~ri
dt2

� 1

m
~Fi � k

d~ri
dt

(A.2)
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~Fi � p1 � δijq
Ņ

j�1

�BUij (A.3)

where m is the mass of a particle, k is a drag coefficient and N is the number

of particles in the system. The requirement for equilibrium is that the gradient of a

over a unit cell should never be greater than one, as no equilibrium state will exist.

The relaxation of the lattice can be quantified by calculating the average energy

per particle from Eq. A.1 for each time step. This energy decreases until some

non-zero local minimum is reached at which point the particles have reached an

arrangement close to the ideal lattice constant distribution.

The system is initialized with a uniform hexagonal distribution of particles, as

this reduces the time-to-equilibrium and the number of defects in the final lattice.

Calculating the separation and resulting force between all particles every iteration

requires a large amount of computation time, much of which is unnecessary because

we require the force between distant particles to be negligible or zero. This compu-

tational overhead can be decreased by maintaining a list of each particle’s nearest

neighbors and only calculating the interaction between these particles. As the par-

ticles move or leave the domain, this list must be re-sorted. However, if the list of

nearest neighbors is sufficiently large, then the list can be re-sorted infrequently, or

every τ iterations. It can be shown that the for the infrequently sorted method,

the factor decrease in computational time from the naive method approaches 1{τ for

even modest numbers of particles.

α � N � τ � 1

Nτ
(A.4)

So, for even modest numbers of particles, α approaches 1{τ . In addition, these re-

sorts can be front-loaded since the degree of particle rearrangement decreases as the

system reaches equilibrium. As 1{τ Ñ 0 the computation requirement approaches
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OpNq.
To create an inclusion distribution with a desired index of refraction profile, we

must first generate a lattice constant distribution that will produce the desired index

profile. This is done by using an appropriate effective medium approximation to

convert our index profile to a lattice constant profile. For instance, for a transverse

electric (TE) wave where the electric field is parallel to the inclusion axes, the effective

permittivity is determined by the volume average of the matrix permittivity and the

inclusion permittivity. The volume fraction of inclusions, fTE, needed to achieve an

effective permittivity of εeff is then given by,

fTE � εeff � εmatrix
εinc � εmatrix

(A.5)

For transverse magnetic (TM) waves where the electric field is transverse to the

inclusion axes and the height of the inclusions is much greater than their diameter,

the Maxwell-Garrnet equation is a better approximation of the effective permittivity.

The volume fraction, fTM , is then given by, [46]

fTM � pεinc � εmatrixqpεeff � εmatrixq
pεinc � εmatrixqpεeff � εmatrixq (A.6)

When the height of the inclusions is comparable to their diameter, then a modification

of Eq. A.6 accounting for depolarization is required.[46]

The lattice constant, a, of a hexagonal lattice with volume fraction, f , of inclu-

sions with diameter d, is,

a

d
�
�

π

2
?

3f


 1
2

, f ¤ π

2
?

3
(A.7)

The restriction on the domain of f is due to inclusion percolation. Using Eq. A.5

or Eq. A.6 and Eq. A.7 gives an index profile which will have the desired effective
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index.

The effective medium approximation puts a restriction on the maximum size of

the inclusions that can be used. To remain in the homogenizable limit, the maximum

lattice constant should be less than or equal to the minimum wavelength of operation

divided by ten. For TE operation with hole type inclusions this gives the condition,

d ¤ λ

10

�
π

2
?

3

εhole � εmatrix
εmax � εmatrix


�1{2

(A.8)

where εmax is the maximum permittivity required by the design. For column type

inclusions the result is the same except that the maximum column size corresponds

to the minimum required permittivity.
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